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Solar Pumpad Lasars (or From Fission to Fusion)

Mosha Oron

Soraq Rasaarch Cantar Yavna, Zsraal

Summaryi

The talk will have two parts, the -first, related to Saadia

Amiel, will be devoted to description of ion optics and isotope

separation work done in the early days o-f "SOLIS"

(Soreq—o't—Line—Isotope Separator) and the evolution o-f

separators as diagnostic tools for laser produced plasmas.

The second part will be a contemporary one, devoted to solar

pumped lasers.

The ability to concentrate very high -fluxes o-f solar light

into a small volume, ( -for example as demonstrated last year by

winstonx and others concentrating 50000 times the solar -flux on

earth giving a flux of 5 KW/cm3) enables to pump many lasers

over their lasing threshold. These lasers work with a low priced

solar energy source thus excluding the need for a power supply

and have many potential uses in space and on earth.

The realization of solar pumped lasers, having high average

powers is faced with heat removal problems , as well as optical

flux problems , that are similar in many aspects to cooling and



•flux problems in cores o-f heterogenic reactors where the laser

rods are analogous to -Fuelrods. Some proposed -Future schemes o-f

solar lasers deal with liquid lasers as well as a -flowing

mixtures o-f solids in liquid.

The present status o-f solar pumped lasers will be reviewed

showing some recent resuts o-f average powers o-f lOOwatts se*3*-*

and scale up schemes will be described, with special enphasis on

type o-f coolant, temperature distributian, heat -flux and their

in-fluence on the lasing action and on the quality of the autput

laser beam.
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SAADIA AMIEL obtained his Ph. D. in Chemistry in 1955 from the ahebrew University.

Then he spent three years at the Lawrcnor Berkeley Laboruocy and at the Brookhaveii

National Urtxratoiyworidng cm nuclear twctk»s and traiu^^ f

Returning to Israel, Aariel devoted his energy and cathotiasm to the establishment of a

nuclear chemistry department at the first nuclear center of israel. Apert from die scientific

research done in his group, Saadia pioneered die production of radioisotopes in Israel.

Professor AMIEL's research was concentrated mainly in three fields:

a) Fission studies: Saadia and his collaborators concentrated on the odd-even effect in

the independent fission yield distribution of fission products. Most of the experimental work

in this field was done with the SOLIS (Soreq on-line Isotope Separator) with the help of

which he contributed significantly to the study of the yields of very short-lived fission

products of low yield.

b) Chemical analysis with nuclear methods: Saadia contributed both to activation

analysis and to x-ray fluorescence. Prominent achievements in tfiis field are the introduction

of counting of delayed neutron for analysis of uranium and the application of x-ray

spectrometry to activation analysis.

c) The theoretical and experimental study of the chemical fate of hot hydrogen and

halogen atoms produced by nuclear reactions.

Whilst in hospital, he wrote a very interesting book on his life and his struggle for life

against cancer.(This book - "To the End - The Fight for Life" was pot 'nimously published

in Hebrew.)

ZEEVALFASSI
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STUDIES OF RARE EARTH DELAYED PROTON EMITTERS AT OASIS*

J. Gilat - Sorcq Nuclear Research Center

A comprehensive study of beta delayed proton emission in highly neutron deficiem rare earth

isotopes has been performed using the OASIS on-line mass separator facility at the Berkeley Super

HILAC Various combinations of isotopically enriched ^ N b , " ™ JMO and *"Ru targets and

3 6Ar, 4 0Ca, 4 6 Ti , 5 2Cr, 5 4 j 5 6 Fe , 5 8 Ni and ^ Z n projectiles were used to produce the desired

nuclides via (H.I., xpyn) reactions. The use of the lightest stable isotopes of both target and

projectile elements led to relatively efficient production of very highly neutron deficient isotopes

(15 - 20 mass units below stability).

The 2 mg/cm thick targets were mounted inside the high temperature surface ionization icn

source, optimized for low transverse velocity recoils from compound nucleus reactions and operated

at temperatures close to 3000°C.

After mass separation of the resulting ions, a beam of ions of the selected isobaric chain was

deflected by an electrostatic mirror to a shielded spectroscopy laboratory, located about 4 meters

above the plane of the heavy ion beams and the mass separator. There, the activity was deposited on

a programmable moving tape which positioned it, in a user selectable time cycle, in the center of an

array of detectors, consisting of a Si AE-E charged particle telescope, a plastic scintillator, an HFGe

X-ray detector and two high efficiency n-type Ge gamma detectors. Coincidences between protons,

X-rays, gamma rays and positrons were recorded in event by event mode for off-line analysis. Time

resolved singles data were also taken. Unambiguous Z assignments for each species within a given

mass chain could be made on the basis of coincident characteristic X-rays.

A total of 24 new beta delayed, proton precursors and several previously unobserved proton

decay branches in known isotopes in the region 56 > Z > 72 and N < 82 have been identified and are

listed in Table 1. The calculated half-lives in column III are based on Gamov -Teller beta strength

functions computed in the random phase approximation from deformed Nilsson model wave

functions in a modified oscillator potential, with BCS pairing^. With the exception of

•Work carried out at UC Lawcrencc Berkeley Laboratory under USDOE Comraa DE-AC03-76SF00098. in

collaboration with J.M. Nitschkc, P.A. Wilmarth, P. Mocllcr and K.S. Toih (ORNL).



and 14%r all bett delayed proton precursors (including those known previously and not listed heic)

arc odd-N nuclei Agreement between measured «td caknOated kalf-Hves (cols. U and 1U) is

excellent. •. ; ° •

ProtM spectraaodbraidingn^ werecatadaied with am

model fbnnulated by Homshoj et aL14 For well deformed nuclei, gcod agreement with experiment

is obtained when bett strength functions from Ref. 2 are used in the calculation. Near the N-82

closed shell; the statistical model can no longer reproduce the data. In particular, for the delayed

proton spectra from the decay of the even Z N«81 precursors 147Dy, 149Er and 1 5 1 Yb show a

pronounced structure attributed to the decay of the low spin ground state of the precursor via (2p 1 h)

"doorway" states13'15.

More detailed account* of the experiments and calculations can be found in refs. 4-13 and IS.
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TsMe 1. New isotope! and decay bnchei observed at OASIS (l 19Baa, 129Ndb,
133Smb, MM' ^ S n ^ t l s o studied bat not lifted below). Prom left to right: isotope; measured half,
lift, cidculatod half-life (Me text), decay mode (pp and pydMote ^-delayed proion andy emission,
rctpectivejy)* mean enerjy andenetfynmfe of p^»«iit,ntMiberofYmyfobien^expBdmentaI
•pin, calculated ipin from Ref. 3, and whedwrXrayiand/oryniyf wereobfervedincoinckJence
with protons.

3.K2)
10(1)

lUfu*
1.2(2)

137G(f«

1400^

1421X60

14lmHoiJ
14lEri
»4»Tnik

1.5(2)
35(5)
7(3)
5(1)

15.8(4)
24.5(9)
-20
2.4(2)
3.5(2)
03(1)
0.6(2)
0.9(2)
2.3(3)
3.8(6)
9.1(5)
0.7(1)
3.1(5)
9.7(3)
4.4(2)
0.9(2)
2.2(2)
1.6(1)

152mLulj o.7(l)

Iiyatoalli/afcati
2J(2)
1.7(7)

2.6
10
0.6*
2.0«
7.7«
1.7
1.7"
3.7«
1.6
1.3e

2.1

15
4.5

15.3
n.a.

16.3
n.a,
3.4
n.a.
3.5C

1.4
2.7
2.9
9.7
1.3C

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.9
n.a.

PP

PP

PP
PP

PP
PP
PY
PP
PP
PP
PY
PY
PP
PP
PY
PY
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP.

3.7t2.1-5.6]
3.4(10-4.6]
3.6(24-5.1]

3.7(25-6.0]
3J(2.;-5.0]
3.2(1.9.5.0]
3.7J2J-6.0J
3.9C2.1-5J]

IML
3.9(2.0-6.0]

3.812.1-5.5]
n.a.
n.a.

3.6[2.2-4.9]
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3.9[2.5-55Jh
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3.9f2.5-5.2]h
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4.1 [2^-6.3]
4.1(2.2-5.4]h

4.1[2.2-5.4]h

njt.
4.7[25-7.5]
4.0(2.5-6.0]

PP

PP
pp
Pp 4.6(2.3-7.9]

25
1

1
28

35
35
10
3
35
4
7

21

9
39
5
7
12
1

5/2
5/2

0+
11/2"

0+

2:6
6"

11/2-
6"

11/2-

1/2+

in-
1/2"

9/2-
7/2+
o+

n,a.
1/2+
n.a.
1/2"
n.a.

7/2+
0+

3/2-
0+

n.a.
0+

11/2-
n.o.
n.a.

11/2"
n.a.

PHOTONS

X

X

x.Y
x.Y
x.y

X

x.y
x
X

x.y
x

n^.
x

n.a.
n.a.
x.Y
x

n.a.

x.Y

x.y
x
x
X

x.Y
X

x.Y
x.Y
x.Y
x

aRcf, 4, ''Rcf. 5, cRcf. 6, dRef. 7, 'ihc ground slate lo ground stale tnuiiilion in odd-odd to cvcn-cvcn decay is not
included, rnew del&yed-proton branch in known isotope, (Ref. 8, hmixture of all dctaywJ protons in this mass chain,
'Ref. 9, ̂ relative position of low- and high-spin isomera unknown, kRef. 10, ]Rcf. 11.



DIAGNOSTIC MA0IN0 WITH *~>Tc LABELLED PHARMACEUTICALS

Jclie Weininger, Ph.D.

Radlopharmaceuticals Bapartment, Soreq N.R.C.

The developmnt of ••Wu/**"Tc generators repressntnted a crucial

•vmt, in the history 'of MiclMr Medicinei it gave the physicians

the possibility to obtain their radioactive material whenever

they nmtod it and :'also the possibility of almost instant labiling

of diffarant »O1«CU1E» in ord«r to obtain imaging agants

•pnei-fic to dilfvrant ergan* and iiystQM*.

With tha Atari la •*-Tc-j>artachnatata solution obtained froa tha

gmnmrmtor pnwraacauticai* in fora of kit preparation* can ba

labalad providing imegin^ agent* of high specificity for blood'

pooli bona, lungs, liver,) kidneys, as well as for cardiac,

Itiepatobiliary and renal function*

Research and development of new radiolabaled coaplexes

generates new agents. During the last several years brain and

heart imaging agents became available. The brain agents mrm able

•to cross the intact blood-brain barrier and proved to ba useful

tin the differential diagnosis of neurological diseases. The heart

imaging agents can visualize myocardial infarction and provide

mlso information about tha cardiac function.

Kntense research activity is devoted to the development of agents

ithich could specifically image malignancies. Radiolabeled

monoclonal antibodies could be helpful in both diagnostics and

treatment of cancerous disease.

Soreq Radinpharmaceutiacls Department is involved in research,

development and production of v*Mo/<**mTc generators and

Pharmaceuticals for use in Nuclear Medicine- Providing high

quality radiopharaaceuticals our department assure* high level

diagnostic possibiles for the israeli nuclear medicine.



MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF EXCITED STATES IN FISSION PRODUCTS

A. Wolf
Nuclear Research Centre Negev, Beer-Sheva

In the past ten years, several fission fragment separators on-line to nuclear

reactors have becoae operational. These separators provide quite intense,,

•ass-separated beans of radioactive neutron-rich nuclei far fron stability,

from thensal neutron induced fission of U. Extensive and detailed spectro-

scopic studies of many of these isotopes have been performed to date, provi-

ding valuable nuclear structure information.

In this work we present the main results of a program for measurements of

magnetic moments of excited states in fission products, which was undertaken

at the TRISTAN and J06EF fission product separators. TRISTAN operates on-line

to the Brookhaven National Laboratory High Flux Beam Reactor. With an array

of excellent ion sources, it provides access to about 400 isotopes far from

stability. JOSEF is a recoil separator on-line to the DIDO reactor at the KFA

Julich, It is a fast facility (separating times of about 1/usec ), providing

mass-separated beams of lscaeric states that can not be studied when ion

sources are used, because of the relatively long hold-up time of the fission

products in the ion source.

The experimental system for the magnetic moments measurements consists, at

both separators, of a superconducting magnet, a fast tape transport system,

and a multi-detector gamma-gamma coincidence set-up placed around the magnet.

The radioactive beam from the separator is deposited on the tape and then

carried to the centre of the magnet, where the perturbed correlation in the

static external magnetic field is measured.

1



Until now, 12 magnetic moments have been measured, most of them for first ex-

cited 2* states in even-even isotopes. The results will be presented, and dis-

cussed In the framework of the proton-neutron interacting boson approximation

(IBA-2). This analysis will then be extend** to 65 even-even nuclei in the

A=70~200 mass range . The aain conclusions can be summarized as follows :

a) magnetic moments of 2^ states in even-even nuclei can provide information

on the affective numbers of protons and neutrons which take part in the

collective nuclear motion ;

b) in the transitional region around A»150, the measured magnetic moments pro-

vide direct evidence for the existence of the Z-64 subshell in nuclei with

N<90. From a combined analysis of g-f actors and B(E2) data we calculated the

nuaber of active valence protons and neutrons in Ba, Ce, Nd, and Sm isotopes.

The results (figure 1) clearly indicate the dissipation of the Z«64 subshell

around H»90, and a "norsal" progression of valence neutron numbers.

The implications of these results to other regions of the periodic table, for

neutron-rich isotopes in the A-100 and A-170 regions, will be discussed.

References

1. A. Wolf, R. F. Casten, and D. D. Warner, Phys. Lett. 190B, 19 (1987).

2. A. Wolf and R. F. Casten, Phys. Rev. C36, 851 (1987).
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Figure 1 The effective nuabers of valence protons, neutrons for neutron-rich

isotopes in the A-150 region, extracted froa a systematic analysis

of g(2j) and B(E2) values. The solid lines for the protons were ob-

tained by counting in the Z-50-64 subsbell for N<90, and in the ma-

jor 50-82 shell for N>90. The solid lines for the neutrons were ob-

tained by "normal" counting In the 82-126 shell.
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USE OF ISOTOPES IN MEDICINE

Ringler George, Soreq N.R.C.,

Radiopharmaceuticals Department

The nuclear medicine is a branch o-f the modern medicine

using isotopes -for screening different organs or tissues.

The isotopes can be used alone or more precissely in a

chemical -form that can be injected to patient or together

with a wide range of chemical components, components that

their biodistribution is known.

There are international standarts about the different

isotopes activity allowed, their uses and the image

recieved.

Today the Israelian nuclear medicine departments check

yearly about 120,000 patients.

Most of the tests are made with Tc-99m binded to a long

range of organic components (Kits).

The Tc-99m is obtained as sodium pertechnetate from a

device known as Mo-99 -Tc-99m generator produced in our

department in Soreq N.R.C. The department produce weekly
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about 50 generators with activity range of 0.3 — 2Ci MD—99.

In the last six years the nead of Tc-99m grew by 150% and we

are yet witness to a continous growing of 1O% per year.

The raw material, Mo-99, today almost only fission

product, is loaded on an aniom exchanger column in molybdate

form. During the Mo-99 desintegration process <Tl/2 - 67hr>

the molybdate transform in pertechnetate <Tl/2 - 6hr) that's

eluted from the colomn by 0.9% NaCl isotonic solution. Such

a generator is useful1 for aproximatively one week to — 10

days.

By resolving a system of one degree differential

equations we can find the act'vity of Tc—99m available at

any moment on the column. The yeald of the elution

(according to eluantvolume) is 90—'957. one of the best yealds

reported by world wide producers.

The sodium pertechnetate received with its confortable

"T" energy of 140 KeV can be used as it in some tests or in

reduced valence form (+4) binded by some adequates ligands

to organic compounds with biological distribution well known

as mentioned before.
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From our point o-f view without any interpretation of

"camera" performances used, the chief achievement is a "Kit"

with a very special and high selectivity biodistribution,

very high labeling capability and an eluate free from Mo

breakthrough o-f bed breakthrough. The new Soreq Mo—Tc

generator that was put on the market in February 1987 resume

the hard work OP improving the column performance <yeald,

high purity, radiolytic bysides phenomena) with engineering

and human engineering e-f-forts to resolve problems and make

the product more con-fortable. Paralely research and work was

made to develop -facilities -for other isotopes.

Ir-199 (Tl/2 - 5sec) a daughter of long life Os 191

(14 day) was obtained by an adequate generator.

Today we have the knowledge of more than 3OO patient

that their heart first pass was checked by this generator,

that's uniqe world wide concerning yeald, minimum

breakthrough of ***0s and long shelf-live.

The screening by ••Mr has 1/40 from the hazards

accompanied to Mo-Tc"*° generator and so it can be used for

children or pregnant women for first pass heart tests.



Estimation of Trace elements 1n Organs of Mice:
Effect of Selenite on the Toxlclty of Cis-DDP

C. Sheuberg. T, izak-Biran. M. Mantel. B. Rachmiel
and J. Welninger

Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Isreal

A novel X-ray fluorescence method was used for estimation of

platinum, selenium, copper, zinc, iron, rubidium and bromine

levels in blood, kidney and liver microsaples from mice. The XRT

system used was based 01. excitation with a Mo X-ray tube. Two

collitaators were used in this system, cne between the X-ray tube

and the sample (0-4 mm) and the second on the detector (0-3 nm).

A rotating sample holder allowed the achievement of high

homogeneity of the sample irradiation by the Mo X-rays.

Three groups of mice were stuied. One group was treated with

cis-DDP (3-6 ug/g-body weight), the second received first sodium

selenite (3-1 Ug/g-body weight) and the third group served as

control. The trace element levels obtained from the first two

qroups were compared with trace element levels in untreated

control animals. The significant accumulation of platinum,

copper, zinc, iron, rubidium and bromine in both kidneys and

liver of mice treated with cis-DDP suggests that the

nephrotoxicty is due to the overall accumulation of trace

elements and not only to the expected high platinum level
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present in the kidneys. The prior sodium selenite

administration results in fast clearance of all these trace

elements from both kidneys and liver. The control levels reached

6 days after treatment may explain the important reduction of

toxicity following the selenite administration.
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Application of the "Single Comparator" Method to the
Determination of the Elemental Composition of Renal Stones by

Neutron Activation Analysis.

M. Mantel*, G. Pinte** and D. Piccot**

The necessity of preparing and measuring specific standards for

every element to be determined is a time consuming procedure and

a seriuos drawback for the use of instrumental neutron

activation (1NA) for simultanous multielement analysis.

The single comparator method, known also as the k_

standarization method^ ' overcomes this difficulty by using a

single standard, usually gold, to which all the other elements

are compared.

The method is based on the knowledge of the k_ factor which

expresses the relation between the nuclear constants (atomic

mass, isotopic abundance, thermal neutron cross section and

absolute intensity of the r-ray) of the unknown element and

those of the comparator. The k_ factor may be calculated from

nuclear data published in the literature or determined

experimentally.

Other two factor:, f and a, essential to the application of the

•ethod, represent respectively the ratio between the total and

the epithermal neutron flux and the deviation of the epithermal

neutron flux from the 1/E law. These facters are specific to

every reactor and have to be determined experimentally.

• Soreq Nuclear Research Centre, Yavne, Israel.
** Centre d'etudes nucl.eaires, Saclay, Gif sur Yvette, 91191,

France.
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At the Pierre Sue laboratory (Nuclear Research Center Saclay)

the kQ standardization method was adapted to the Cosynus 683,

Nuclear Data equipment. The a and f factors were determined

experimentally for the two reactors in operation: Osiris and

Orphee . The k. values used where those recommended in a
(•3)

recently published compilation of the kQ(Au) factors

experimentally determined by a cooperative research at the

Institute for Nuclear Sciences, Gent and the Central Research

Institute for Physics, Budapest.

After having established the validity of the method by analyzing

the IAEA soil 7 standard, it was applied to the determination of

the elemental composition of kidney stones.

Thirty two elements (main, minor and trace elements) were

determined in 150 kidney stones obtained from the "Cristal"

laboratory at the St. Cloud hospital, Paris.

The samples were irradiated and counted according to the

following pattern:

1) Short irradiations: 1-5* Counting time

tn
1.1G13 n.cm^.s" 1 (Orphee} 5 M 5 1

2) Long irradiations: 3*> Counting time

* t h - 2.101** n.cn^.s" 1 (Osiris) 5h after lOd and 30d

cooling time

3) Irradiations under Cd cover: lOh Counting time

*epi" 5 < 1 ° 1 2 n.cm"2^"1 (Osiris) 5h after lOd and 30d

cooling tine
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The results showed interesting correlations between the

crlstnloRrnphjo type of the stones and the concentrations of the

elements analyzed.
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MENKES DISEASE, A COPPER DISTURBANCE SYNDROME

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS FOR CLINICAL TRACE ELEMENT RESEARCH

DETERMINATION OF COPPER IN CHORIONIC VILLI

E. Damsgaard and K. Heydorn

Isotope Division, Riso National Laboratory

DK-4OOO Roskilde, Denmark -

and

N. Lavi

Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Israel

During the last years considerable attention has been given

to understanding the physiological roles of the essential trace

elements in bio* tgical systems, particularly in human

metabolism. Attempts have been made to find correlations between

trace element concentrations and human diseases.

Menkes disease, the kinky hair syndrome described by Menkes

et al. , is a disturbance of copper metabolism transmitted as an

X-linked recessive trait, leading to death in early childhood.

This genetic defect of copper metabolism shown by Menkes et

al. , and Dansk et al. , is due to a pathological gene on the

X-chromosome, and therefore only males are severely affected,

while carrier female* say show symptoms of copper disturbance as
•a

a result of Lyonization . This desesase is characterized by
abnormal hair growth, seizures and mental retardation.

This work was carried out at Riso National Laboratory,

Roskilde, Denmark, during October-December 1983.
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The disturbance of copper metabolism is characterized by an
excessive accumulation of copper in multiple cell types in the

4 5body . Affected male foetuses accumulate excessive amounts of

copper in placental tissue , as well as in chorionic villi

(c.v.) , and therefore this accumulation is useful to verify the
he -r •

prenatal diagnosis . Heydorn et al.', found that the

distribution of copper among the organs of an aborted male

foetus affected by Menkes disease was different from the Cu

distribution in normal foetuses. The Cu concentration determined

by neutron activation analysis showed an increased in some

organs analysed, but a considerably reduced content in the

liver.

In this work the copper concentration in biological tissue,

chorionic villi, taken by biopsy from several high risk

pregnancies, as well as from control samples, was determined by

neutron activation analysis followed by a radiochemical

separation of copper.

Samples of 3-20 mg, supplied by Kennedy Institute, (Chromosome

Laboratory) were weighed into polyethylene vials which were then

heat-sealed. Copper comparators (5 ug/ml) were transfered by a

micropipette into polyethylene vials which were also

heat-sealed.

Both samples and standards were irradiated together in the

Danish Reactor DR 3 in a thermal neutron flux of 2.5xlO13
2

neutrons/cm sec for 30 min.
After a decay time of several hours, samples were transfered

from the polyethylene vials into a 50 "1 beaker, containing

an inactive carrier of copper (20 mg of Cu as copper nitrate),

and decomposed in a mixture of H.SOj, and HN0_. Finally,

copper was separated from other elements by precipitation with

thioacetamide7,8.
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For detemination of separation yield of copper, samples were

reirradiated together with comparators of 10 mg of Cu. for 5

sec, and counted after 24 h. Cu was determined by mesuring the

activity of 511 kev peak of Cu {12.7. h), after taking into

account the decay tine, counting time, and the separation yield

of copper. The copper content in biological materials is

converted into namograms.

We have analysed and determined the copper content by direct

measurement of chorionic villi(c.v.) in 5 high risk pregnancies

during the first trimester of prenatal diagnosis of Menkes

disease, as well as in 9 control samples, from European

families. The results obtained from determinations of copper in

chorionic villi(c.v.) are summarized in Table 1.

A highly increased copper content of 10.36*0.52 ng mg was

found in case 4. Tonnesen et al. ., found that the copper content

in chorionic villi of several male foetuses, affected by Menkes
_ i '»

disease, ranged from 12 to 25 ng mg . Due to highly increased

copper content found in chorionic villi, case k is suspected to

develop Menkes syndrome, and therefore an abortion seems to be

inevitable.
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Table 1. Determination of copper in chorionic villi, taken by

biopsy froa several high risk pregnancies, and control saaples,

by neutron activation analysis.

Control sanples

Cas i Wo. Cu. nq/itw

1 0.70±0.04

2 0.4110.03

3 0.70±0.04

4 O.S9±0.05

5 0.69±0.05

6 1.39*0.13

7 1.80±0.12

8 1.24±0.07

9 0.54±0.04

High

Case

1

2

3

4

5

risk

No.

pregnancies

Cu, ng/mg

0.70±0.04

0.62*0.04

4.22±0.22

10.36±0.S2

0.93±0.05



Determination of the Concentration of Trace and Doping Elements

in GaAs by Neutron Activation Analysis

R.S. Liu, P.Y. Chen and MIL Yang, Institute of Nuclear Science,

National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, 30043, Taiwan, R.O.C.

and

Z.B. Alfassi, Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheva 84102.

The half lives of the radionuclidcs produced by reactor's neutrons irradiation of GaAs

range from 5.1 minutes for 6*>Cu and 21.1 minutes for 70Ga to 17.8 days for 7 4 As. The main

interference for determination of many trace elements with medium to long half lives is the
7 4As. Although produced by the low cross-section (n, 2n) reaction since As is a major element

it wiii interfere with determination of trace elements in the concentration of ppm and below.In

order to determine the concentration of these elements either they are selectively separated or As

is removed as a volatile compound (ASH3, AsBr3 and ASCI3).

The concentrations of ten trace and dopant elements in GaAs semiconductor were

determined by reactor neutron activation analysis after removal of As by evaporation of ASCI3.

The retention of the elements of interest were measured using radiotracers, and the result are

given in table 1.

The concentrations of doping elements (Te, Cr and Zn) in commercial GaAs samples were

compared to the limit of detection of these elements to analyze the possibility to use NAA for

concentration to those of electrical measurements and SIMS (table 3).

Table 1. Recovery of various elements during the evaporation of bromine and arsenic

trichloride

Element Radiotracer Chemical Yield (%)

Ba Ba-131 98

Co Co-60 99

Cr Cr-51 98

In In-114m 98

Ni Ni-65 99

Sn Sn-113 99

Te Te-123m 100

Zn Zn-65 99

As As-76 0
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Table 2. Impurities concentration and limits of detection in gallium arsenide samples, in ppb

(ng.g"1)

Element

So
Cr
Fe

Co

Ni
Zn

In

Sn

Te

Nd

Undoped

(a)

<0.026
l?±0.2
<170

<0.087

<740

<17

<12

<660
<30

<83

Sample

Si-doped

(a)

<0.016

17±0.4
<IOO

<0.053

<;450

<10

<7.4

<400

<!8

<51

Description

Si-doped

(a)

<0.038

<6.4
<250

<0.13

<1160

139±3

<18

<970
<45

<123

Te-doped

<0.028
<4.6
<180

<0.093

<78O

<18

<13
<700

52,000 ±

5,000

<8.9

Cr-doped

<0.035

580±20
<230

<0.12

<990
<22

<16
<890
<41

<112

Zn-doped

<0.037

<6.2
<250

<0.13

<1060

193,000 ±
7,000

<17
<950
<47

<120

(a) Duplicate analysis; for the others triplicate analysis were done.

TV-<c 3. Comparison of the concentration (in atoms. cm~3) of the doping elements measured

by neutron activation analysis (NAA), electrical measurement (van der Paaw method) and

SIMS

Analytical Method

Dopant

element NAA
Electrical

Measurement SIMS

Te

Cr

Zn

(1.3±0.1) x lO1^

(3.6±0.1)xl0l6
(9.4±0.3) x 1018

8.6x10*7
2.3 x 1016
5.1 x 10!8

1.0x10*7

(a) When error limits are given this is the standard deviation of three different experiments.



Preconcentration of Trace Elements from Aqueous Solution by Coprecipitation with

Pyrollidine Dithiocarbamate delates followed by Neutron Activation Analysis

Zeev B. Alfassi, Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben Gurion University Beer Sheva, Israel

Natan Lavi, Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Israel

C. Lan, C. Chung and M.H. Yang, Institute of Nuclear Sciences,

National Tsing-Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Many elements are present in aqueous solutions (including biological fluids) in very

low concentrations which made their determination infeasible either due to their low

concentrations and mainly due to interferences from the major elements. The preconcentration

of trace elements from aqueous solutions by solvent extraction of dithiocarbamates chelates

were studied extensively. For neutron activation analysis (NAA) it is preferable in many

cases to preconcentrate the trace elements by precipitation rather than by solvent extraction.

We studied the coprecipitation of trace element? from aqueous solutions (sea water, waste

water and biological fluids such as milk or blood serum) with Pb or Bi pyrollidone

dithiocarbamate (PDC) for determination of short-lived element and with Ni (PDC>2 for

determination of long lived elements. Pb and Bi has die advantage that their activation

products has very little y activity while the Ni has the advantage of better precipitation with

some elements. The 7 rays of its activation products decay fast and the activity of the trace

elements can be determined after one day of cooling. Table 1 give the precipitation yield of

various elements at pH 4.7 for synthetic dead sea solution and Figure 1 gives the pH

dependence of the coprecipitation efficiency for tap water, both by Pb (PDQ2.



Table 1. Determination of cciprecipitation yields of cadmium, cobalt, molybdenum, selenium,

titanium and vanadium fiom a synthetic dead sea solution

Element Amount added Radionuclide used Coprecipitation

yield (%)

Cd
Co
Mo
Se
Ti
V

5
5
5
2
10
0.2

93±2

95 ± 1

5 5 ± 2

94±1
51Ti 88 ± 2

52V 96 ± 1



Effacts of pH on the copracipftaitlon yield from tap water by Pb(PDC)2

I
8

• * • As

- • • Se

- • • Sb

•+• Co

- * Zn
-a- Cr(3)
• * - C r (6 )

PH
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CLUSTER MODEL FOR THE NUCLEUS

Yigal Ronen

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheva, Israel

There are experimental evidences that the nucleons ia the nucleus ate grouped into
clusters. In this paper we suggest a cluster mode! for the nucleus. In the suggested model
the nucleus is composed of N-Z triton-clusteirs and (2Z-N)/2 a-clusters if 2Z-N is even, or

a and d-clusters if 2Z-N is odd. For isotopes which are rich with protons the tritons are
replaced by helions. In several few isotopes the d-clusters are replaced by 2n
(Polyneutron) clusters.

It will be demonstrated that the cluster and the shell models are two complementary
aspects of the nucleus. Furthermore, it will be shown that isotopes with a "magic" number
of a-clusters equal to 21 have special properties. These properties are:

1. Highest number of a-emitter switch long half-life (> 1 y).
2. Highest number of isotopes which undergo spontaneous fission.
3. * Highest number of thermal fission isotopes (see Fig. 1)
4. * Highest values (on the average) of the thermal fission cross sections.
5.* With very few exceptions all fissionable isotopes have 21 ± 1 a-clusters or 42 ± 2

d clusters in their nucleus.

(* the number of d or «t-clusters is for the compound nucleus)

Another effect explained by the cluster model is that isotopes with the same number
of a (or d) clusters have the same total delayed neutron yield when fisssioned (see Fig. 2).
The cluster msdel further suggests that there are at leas two modes of oc-decay.

List of Figures

Fig. 1 The number of d-clusters in the compound nucleus of the fissionable isotopes.

Fig. 2 The total delayed aeutron yield from fast fissions vs. the number of d-clusters in the
compound nucleus.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULATED SPECTRA:

ANT ALGORITHMIC APPROACH

R.OFEK

Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben Gurion University of the Negev,

R O Box 653, Beer Sheva 84120, Israel

In the present paper we introduce on algorithm for internormalizstion between measured and

calculated spectra, which are assumed to represent statistically the same target population. The

algorithm calculates the best normalization factor betwtiii the two spectra, considering the

incertainties in the determination of the spectra stemming from either experimental errors or

calculation errors. Calculation errors result from uncertainties in the basic data or are inherited by

the methods of calculations. In particular, results of parameters calculated by Monte Carlo methods

are the mean values associated to their variances.

The problem in normalization of a measured spectrum arises in many cases when it is

difficult to determine absolutely the values of the measured parameters. Therefore, if it desired to

compare it to a calculated spectnin, a normalization factor have to be found. The question is: what

is the best normalization factor? If it exists men the product of the measured spectrum values with

this factor will result in a maximum oveltpping between the spectra. On the contrary, if such a

factor cannot be determined, it means that the two 3pectra do not represent the same population, or

that the experimental / calculated data are erroneous to a great extent.

Denote the Best Normalization Factor (BNF) as a. Next, assuming the spectra are comprised

of either N channels of coumts or N bins of calculated results, define for the i-th channel/bin:

CMj = the measured number of counts

CCJ * the calculated number of counts

= the standard deviation of the measured number of counts

aQ - the standard deviation of the calculated number of counts.

The measured and the calculated spectra after the imemormalization are supposed to be sets

of variables sampled from the same population. Hence for the i-th channel/hip, the overlapping

between the normal distribution which its msan is CM i and its variance is oMj2, and that with a

me*n of a CCJ and a variance c r a ^ should be on its maximum.



Denote:
N

i (1)

where

and

is the normal probability distribution function. Hence, an evaluation of Aj by Eq. (2) yields:

The BNF is obtained by the maximization of A. Thus, requiring:

implies:

Ci + a °CiCMiCci + PtOMjCci - OCJCMJ + ^Mpcd ~ OMiCMiCCi ,~° + a °

Eq. (6) may be converted into an equation comprised of a 4N-1 degree polynomial in a.

Special cam: CfCi«O i»l . . . .N

In many cases the spectrum is calculated by a deterministic manner, and the standard

deviations of the results are unknown. Therefore it is sometimes assumed that aci = 0, i=l...N.

The substitution of this in Eq. (6) yields:
N

. - J S , (7)

mid if o M 1 = tij^ OJJJ,, then we obtain the tame result as that ofthe least squares method.
N

N



Iterative Solution of Eq. (6)

The roots of the general form of Eq. (6) can be evaluated only iteratively. In order to obtain a

root which would fii the problem, we take the value of a given by Eq. (7) as the initial value and

substitute it in Eq. (6), then calculate it iteratively as follows:

N

t=l

A ^ - a l a Ci~

^ ° ~ ak-l

2 *f

y qMi Qi ~
O )

This may assure a rapid convergance of the calculation, provided that the values of a c i are

not too high.



GENERATION OF EXPRESSIONS FOR fflGH ORDER ELEMENTS OF THE NEUTRON

SCATTERING TRANSFORMATION MATRICES

R.OFEK

Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben Gurkn University of ibeNegev,

P.O.Box 653, Beer Sheva 84120 ISRAEL

Introduction

In the present paper we introduce a method to generate analytic expression for elements of the

neutron scattering transformation matrix from elements of lower orders. In particular, this

enables the evaluation the neutron elastic scattering transformation matrix of hydrogen, whose

mass number A is smaller than 1, and which the ENDF/B-V library evaluation is erroneous to a

great extent. Other cases of "A < 1" are those neutron discrete-level inelastic scatterings for

which the neutron prescattering energy is close to the treshold energy of the reaction. The

existing methods of evaluation are either incapable to treat the cases of A < Hl\ or suffer of

roundoff instability <?).

The neutron scattering transformation matrix is used to transform scattering angular

distribution data from the centcr-of-mass (C) coordinates to the laboratory (L) system. Its

elements are defined by the expression:

(1)

where P/, Pm are Legendre polynomials with arguments |iL and Hg, which are the cosines of the

scattering angles in the L system and C system respectively. The kinematics of the scattering
implies that:

where A is the mass number for elastic scattering, or the "effective mass number" for a
discrete-level inelastic scattering.

Formula for Generation of High Order Matrix Elements

The formula is based on the derivation of the matrix element in respect to A . Due to Eq. (2)

and to recurrence expression of Legendre polynomials, it follows that



-l)P f+2(m>-(2/
(2/ -1X2/ +1X2/ +3)

and

r m 4. i n# "i

(4)

Thus it is implied that:

T (2
l+2'm " (/ +2X2/ -1)

(2/+1)(2Z+3)A fdT f^, f m + i dT<tBt+1 OT

/ ( / + ! ) ( / + 2 ) L dA + A V2m+3 dA/ ( / + 1 X / + 2 ) L dA "" V2m+3 dA 2 m - l dA

(5)

By taking the last term of Eq. (5) as zero (since an element T^.j is not defined). The

equation is valid form = 0 as well.

Discussion
The meaning of Eq. (5) is that an element of the transformation matrix for a given / may be
expressed in a closed form as sums of elements and derivatives of elements (in respect to the
mass number A ) with orders of/ -2and/ -4 . Analytic expressions of element for/ =0 ,1 ,2 ,
3,4, and with any value of m, of either A >1 or A < 1, are given elsewhere <2) (it may be noted
that values of the matrix elements for A = 1 are known as well). Thus, expressions for the
element of the transformation matrices may be generated to any order desired.

References
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Fuel Cycle Scanning with the NOXER Code

M. Segev, Y. Kimhi, A. Galperin

NOXER, a 2-group analytical nodal core diffusion code, was introduced

previously I1-2!. The capacity of the code has since been enlarged to include cycle

scanning. Based on pre-generated, depletion-dependent, cross sections, a fuel cycle is

scanned by providing the user with the critical soluble boron value, together with the

corresponding core power map, for any given sequence of time-points along the cycle.

Scanning with 12 to 15 time points consumes about 30 seconds on the CDC 840

computer.

The efficiency of this NOXER-CYCLE option is due to three factors:

(1) die efficient nodal calculation performed at each time-point

(2) the use of converged fluxes for a time-point to initiate die iteration nfor the next

time-point

(3) dispensing with the iteration for a criticality factor, iterating directly on the

critical boron solution as an eigenvalue.

The accuracy obtained is -0.1 - 0.2% in the ppm boron value, and 1-3% in

assembly power.

The code is perfectly suitable for a cycle optimization logic, enabling a rapid

decision making as to whether a given loading pattern will, or will not, yield an

acceptable power distribution and/or length of cycle.

The NOXER-CYCLE option has been intensively used in the Department of

Nuclear Engineering in the Ben Gurion University to optimize various cycles. These

included.

(1) Cycles free of burnable poisons

(2) Cycles utilizing burnable poisons

(3) Cycles controlled by gadolinium burnable poisons, and without soluble boron.



The NOXER-CYCLE code has been successfully benchmarked against the ZION-n

cycle I, and TME-I cycles 5 and 6.

We have selected to show one of a few dozens of loading patterns for the TMI

cycle 6, all of which result in longer cycles than the actual one, while keeping to as flat

a power distribution as in the actual one.

Table 1 shows our suggested loading pattern, in comparison with the actual

loading. Table 2 is a comparison of the peak assembly-wise power throughout the

cycle, presently vs. actually, finally the boron ledown curve for our alternate loading

is higher by about 30 ppm than the original, leading to a ten days longer cycle.

References
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Table 1: Actual and Alternate Loading for TMI-I, Cycle 6

actual alternate

22

15

3

19

8

13

9

0

5

17

1

1S

4

20

0

6

12

2

21

0

0

14

10

7

0

18

0

0

11

22

5
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3

19

0

0

13

1

10

16

0

21

0

18

12

2

20

0

7

11

17

0

0

6

4

8

0

No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Burnout MWD/T
Fresh
5790
6000
6680
7080
7970
7970
9320
9500
9500

15200
15830
16790
17600
18200
18310
18990
20740
20890
23920
24900
25160
25360



Table 2: Peak assembly-wise power for TMI-1, cycle 6

Full power

days

BOC

25
52

107
150
200
250
302
320

actual

1.31

1.28
1.24

1.21
1.18
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17

cycle

alternate
1.31
1.32
1.29
1.29
1.27
1.26
1.25
1.24
1.24
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Convergence of Finite Element Transport Calculations

for the Analysis of Reactor Lattices

W. Rothenstein

Nuclear Engineering Department, Technion, Haifa

Introduction

Heterogeneity effects in nuclear reactor codes are usually analysed by

Integral Transport or Discrete ordinate methods. The objective i s to

determine the spatial flux distributions with sufficient accuracy to derive

homogenised parameters for suitable regions in a reactor core, for the

subsequent determination of the power distributions and related quantities

in the entire reactor. In general the heterogeneity effects are determined

for lat t ice unit c e l l s containing fuel pins, plates or spheres, their clad-

ding and the surrounding moderator and/or coolant, with or without inter-

spersed absorber elements. Spatial flux shielding in the highly absorbing

regions may be strongly energy dependent, necessitating transport calcula-

tions in which both the space and the energy coordinates are properly

handled. Integral transport treatments refer to the scalar energy dependent

flux throughout the unit c e l l . In discrete ordinate calculations the

direction dependent flux i s determined, thus allowing more properly for the

flux anisotropy near the outer surfaces of the strongly absorbing regions.

Convergence can be tested by increasing the order of the angular quadratures

used, but clearly i t i s of interest to have procedures available which are

capable of bracketing the quantities of interest between upper and lower

bounds. For such studies f inite element techniques are very valuable, as

they use variations! methods which tend to the required results from above
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and from below. In this paper some recent studies of the convergence of

such finite element calculations will be discussed in the case of a

resonance absorption calculation in a reactor fuel unit c e l l . The ultimate

aim i s to determine whether averages of the upper and lower bounds can be

relied upon as converged results for relatively low orders in a P. flux

expansion, so that they can be applied reliably to the study of heterogeneity

effects, with modern computing f a c i l i t i e s , in a variety of problems both in

the thermal and epithermal energy regions.

2) Brief Description of the Finite Element Technique

A description of the Finite Element Technique as applied to problems

in latt ice physics has been given in references (1) and (2) . Convergence

of the results for two different variational approaches was discussed by

Ackroyd and Nanneh (3) for a simple disadvantage factor calculation in

which the degree of detail, with which the space and angle variables were

taken into account, could be varied considerably. In problems in which the

energy variable must also be treated in great detail, there i s a need to

investigate to what extent the emphasis given to the other coordinates, can

be relaxed.

In the Finite Element Method one of the two second order differential

transport equations i s solved by variational methods for the even or the

odd parity fluxes. These equations are deduced from the usual f irst order

differential transport equation by separating the latter into separate

equations of opposite parities in the direction n_. The (f̂ .V) dependent

leakage term contains the odd parity flux in the equation, in which all

other terms involve only the even parity fluxes* and vice versa.
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The undesired parity fluxes in the leakage term of one equation can be

eliminated by means of a formal solution of the other. A second order

differential equation i s then obtained. It contains (in the case of the

even parity flux) leakage and collision operators which are analogous with

corresponding quantities in the diffusion equation; the second order

equation for the odd parity flux contains the inverse collision and leakage

operators respectively in these terms.

The solution of either of the two second order differential equations

i s made possible by defining a functional ?($»•") o£ two trial functions cj>

and i|> fcr the true even parity flux 4-Q» for example, which lends i t se l f to

a variational treatment. Among the main properties of the trial functions

are their continuity and adherence to the same boundary conditions as 4>Q;

on the other hand, the trial functions may have discontinuous derivatives at

the interfaces between the finite elements into which the assembly i s sub-

divided. The functional i s chosen in such a manner that FC4>0 —4>» <)>Q-<fO is

non-negative for all trial functions <f>, and that F03>o»<f0 depends only on the

trial function $ and not m the true flux <f>0. Since F tends to zero only

when <(i tends to $,. the quantity K (<(>) = 2 F(<j>0,i|>) - F(<f>,40 i s a maximum for

the best f i t of $ to $* for the chosen type of trial function. A similar

function exists for the odd parity flux; i t leads to a best f i t of a tr ial

function $ to <f>" when K~(<J>) i s maximised.

The best f i t s always refer to a specified choice of f inite elements in

the assembly under consideration, the degree of the polynomial used to inter-

polate the trial function in each finite element, and the truncation L of

the P^ approximation used to represent the directional dependence of the



flux. Ackroyd and Nanneh (3) have shown that the K and K~ principles lead

to upper and lower bounds of the disadvantage factor in a reactor la t t ice

unit c e l l .

3) Convergence of a Single-energy, and a Multi-energy Problem.

The single energy disadvantage factor problea discussed by Ackroyd and

Nanneh refers to a Uranium/Graphite slab lr t i ce . It i s contrasted with a

resonance absorption calculation for a UC /̂PuC^ LIR rod lat t ice unit c e l l .

p.
L

1

3

5

15

U/Gr Disadvantage Factor d

Method 8 #
of Moments

K+

K"

K+

K"

K+

K"

K+

K"

(1)

(1)
(3)

(3)

(5)

(5)

(15)

(15)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

d

.45760

.94924

,69877
.74028

.71181

.72521

.71626

.71785

Mean

1.70342

1.71953

1.71851

1.71706

uo2

PL
L

1

3

5

7

-PuO2 /Hz0

Method £ #
of Moments

K+

K"

K+

K"

K*

K"

K*

K"

(1)

(2)

(4)

(6)

(9)

(12)
(16)

(20)

I - - values

I
6

2.74012

1.8358S

2.50264
2.11881

2.42422

2.21285
2 .39212

2.24920

for 238U

Mean

2 .28798

2.31073

2 .31854

2.32066

20 Quadratic Eleaents, Che energy. 48 Quadratic Elements,
119 energies (22.6-17.6 eV).

The comparison shorn above i s quite typical. I t s general features are

very similar for other cases sucn as f inite eleaents with linear instead of

quadratic interpolation functions, a greater number of finite elements, a

U/HjO slab latt ice instead of U/C etc . The fuel disadvantage factor i s

underestimated for the K* approximation, and overestimated for the K~

approximation, leading to high and low 1 ^ values respectively. The conver-

gence of the average results i s very rapid both in the single and multi-

energy problea (in one space dimension in the former and two in the latter) .
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However one important difference remains. While the K and K~ resu l t s

become very close to their average very rapidly with increasing number of

moments in the one-energy problem, they s t i l l differ about 4 percent from

the average in the multi-energy case even when many angular moments are

used.

The cause of t h i s discrepancy i s now being studied intensively. It

may be related to the nature of the f inite element calculations in which

there are discontinuit ies of the odd pari ty fluxes in the K variational

procedure, and of the even par i ty fluxes for K~. Preliminary r e su l t s

re la t ing to possible ways of overcoming these d i f f icu l t i es will be presented,
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Neutron Spectra Measurement in

Lead Due 14.7 MeV Neutrons Interaction.

G. Shani and E. Aruchas

Department of Nuclear Engineering

Ben-Gurion University

Tritium breeding is one of the most important factors in fusion reactor designs.

Accurate knowledge of the tritium bred is needed for the economical evaluation of the reactor.

Tritium breeding is done in a lithium blanket surrounding the plasma cere. The blanket

contains also materials used to increase the number of neutrons reaching the lithium blanket

thus increasing the tritium breeding.

The number of neutrons can be increased by neutron multiplication using the reaction

n, 2n. Two elements can be used as neutrons multipliers: beryllium and lead. While

beryllium might produce more neutrons (by n, 3n) there are several difficulties in using

beryllium; it is much less available and it is toxic. Lead on the other hand is very simple to

handle, it is harmless, easy to get and by adding Pb to Li a much less chemically reactive

compound is obtained than Li alone.

The most common compound used in recent designs is the eutectic combination Li 17

Pbg3- It has a melting point of 235°C, it is not reactivf; with water and can be used as cooling

material. In our laboratory we do not have Li 17^83 but we have the lithium tank used in

previous investigations and a large quantity of pure lead which can be used: or investigation

of the Pb(n, 2n) reaction (cross-section and neutron spectrum) and as a reflector to the litium

tank. The threshold energy of the Pb(n, 2n) reaction is 6.77 MeV.

)n the present research Neutron Spectra were measured due interaction of 14,7 MeV

Neutrons with Lead.

The neutron spectra measurements was done with an NE213 liquid scitillator and a

pulse slope discrimination system. The data was accumiulated and analyzed on IBM PC. The

system is shown in Fig. 1. In the first series of measurements a beam rf neutron was

impinged on Lead walls of thicknesses 5,10,15,20,25 and 30 cm. The neutron spectrum was

measured on the other side of the wall. In the second series of experiments the neutron

spectrum was measured inside a lead block of dimensions 60 x 60 x 30cm, 10 cm inside the

block from the neutron beam entrance, at nights 0,5,10,15 and 20 above the beam line. The

main effect is the reduction of source neutrons of 14.7 MeV and increase of the n, 2n

neutrons at energies 1-2 MeV. Results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.
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On the Contributions of High Level Neutron Inelastic Scatterings to the Tritium Breeding
inLithium-7

R. Ofek, A. Tsechansld, and G. Shani
Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben Gurion University of the Negev, P.O. Box 653,
Beer Sbeva 84120, ISRAEL.

In this study we elucuZate the contributions of inelastic scatterings from the second and the

higher discrete levels of 7Li to the spectrum of secondary neutrons emitted in the 7Li (n, n'a)T

reaction, and the role they play in tritium production in lithium blankets of fusion reactors.

The secondary neutrons spectrum of the 7Li (n, n'a) T reactions is prescribed in
ENDF/B-IV HI, JENDL-2 &), and JEF-1 l3l cross section files of 7Li as an evaporation spectrum,
with an isotropic angular distribution. It was shown previously M, assuming die evaporation model
of the secondary neutrons spectrum, that the tritium breeding ratio in a lithium blanket is sensitive to
the parameters of the secondary neutrons spectrum to a few percents.

However, the results of double differential cross sections measurements I**! as well as some
integral experiments P« 10J and other studies I11! concerning fast neutrons interactions with 7Li,

which were carried out in the past decade, indicated mat die 7Ii(n, n' a)T reaction is a consequence
of many secondary reactions. In particular die inelastic scatterings from die second and higher
discrete levels of 7Li, contribute, for incoming neutrons of energy 15 MeV, about 40% of the total
cross section of the tritium production reaction in this material, and die angular distribution of die
second level at least, is segnificantly anisotropic. Actually, version 2 of die ENDF/B-V cross
section library E'3 is the <?nly evaluation of 7Ii by which some measurements of the secondary
meutrons spectrum are taken into consideration. Nevertheless, die only real discrete level inelastic
scattering considered in this evaluation is that from the second level of 7 l i (Q - - 4.63 MeV), while
the rest of die tritium breeding reaction, presumably having a continuous neutron spectrum, is
artificially decomposed into a set of 20 excitation energy bins.

It may be concluded, that die shape of die secondary neutrons spectrum as well, and not only

die magnitude of the total 7Li (n, n' o)T reactions is highly important, although it is not clearly

reflected in die existing evaluations of die 7Li neutron cross sections.

The contributions of die various mechanisms comprising die total 7Li (n, n' o)T reaction are
investigated in die present work by calculating die tritium breeding ratio in an 1 m diameter 7Li
sphere with the MCNP Monte Carlo code [13], while varying die relative ratio of die secondary
reactions in the total tritium production reaction. The ratio of the second (Q = - 4.63 MeV) and the
diird (Q • - 6.56 MeV) level inelastic scatterings vary from 25 to 35 % and from 8 to 15 %
respectively. That of die fourth level (Q - - 7.47 MeV) is presumed as 5 %. The pure three-body



?Li (n, n', a)T mechanism is assumed to amount to only 15 % of the total reaction, while the 5He
break-up channel amounts to the rest. These results are compared to those calculated with the
JENDL-2 library cross sections.
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233U DATA TESTING OF INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS

R. L. Perel, U. Salmi and J. J. Wagschal

Racah Institute of Physics

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Clean integral experiments have always been a good tool for the

improvement of neutron cross section data. Some researchers are using

these experiments for so called cross section adjustment, while others,

who strongly object to such procedures, are still using integral

measurements for the so called validation of cross section data. The work

presented here is part of an effort to generate a modern version of an

adjusted cross section library. In earlier work'1' critical assemblies

based on U were not considered. Since there are a few U spheres

surrounded by natural uranium shells or by highly enriched oralloy

235 23fi_

shells, that can serve the Improvenent of U and U neutron cross

233

sections, we had to test the U data as well.

233

Seven critical mass measurement integral experiments involving U have

been considered. These include a bare metallic 233U sphere, three

spherical cores intimately surrounded by oralloy shells of various

thickness, and three surrounded by natural uranium shells. Some of these

integral experiments 'are by now CSEWG data testing benchmarks'2' and all

of them are well documented. All relevant details of these experiments

are given in Table I.



Table I

Specifications of 233U Critical Assemblies

N

1

2

3

t
5

6

7

core

r
cm

5.984

4.600

5.044

3.180

4.600

5.044

4.206

dens
g/cc

18.42

18.62

18.62

18.16

18.62

18.62

18.42

atomic composition

U233

.98130

.98219

.98219

.97708

.98219

.98219

.98148

U234

.01240

.01096

.01096

.00894

.01096

.01096

.01235

U235

.0003

.0003

U238

.00600

.00685

.00685

.00195

.00685

.00685

.00587

reflector

r
cm

6.581

6.258

7.971

9.909

7.345

24.12

dens
g/cc

18.80

18.80

18.80

18.92

18.92

19.00

atomic c.

U235

.9328

.9328

.9325

.0072

.0072

.0072

U238

.0672

.0672

.0675

.9928

.9928

.9928

ref.

3.5.2

3.4,5

3.4,5

5

4.5

4.5

3,5,2

* The core of assembly No. 4 also contains .01202 of W

The specifications in Table I were used as input to our one dimensional

transport calculations. One should notice that for most of these

experiments there is more than one reference. However, the typical

uncertainty in the effective multiplication factor, k , as derived from

the reported experimental uncertainties is about one milli-k

[(k-l)*1000], whereas the discrepancy between different specifications of

the same experiment leads to a shift in k which is smaller than this

experimental uncertainty. One may further notice that the cores of

experiments No. 2 and No. 5 are identical, as are the cores of

experiments No. 3 and No. 6. Experiments 2, 3, 5, 6 are part of a series



of experiments performed by the same people using the same techniques

both for the measurements and for the uncertainty analysis.

All calculations of k were performed following guidelines similar to

those appearing in the CSEWG Benchmark specifications, namely S , 24
16

energy groups, 40 mesh intervals in the core and a similar number of

intervals in the materials surrounding it. Unfortunately, since ENDF/B-V

is still not avail?Me to us, ENDF/B-IV(6) data was used instead for 233U

and U . On the other hand adjusted cross sections were used for

235U and 233U. The calculated reactivities, lCGO*(k>£f-l) for these

experiments are presented in Table II. One immediately notices that all

calculated values are negative at o much bigger in absolute value than the

experimental uncertainties. Ganesan reported a similar observation at

the recent Mito Nuclear Data meeting for experiment No. 1 which is also

known as Jezebel-23, namely a bare U sphere. Moreover, for six of the

experiments the reactivity values are too low by more than twenty times

the experimental uncertainty, whereas usuallyC1) such deviations do not

exceed ten milli-k. The ENDL-84 neutron cross section library was used
233

to recalculate the U multi group cross sections and all transport

calculations were repeated with the substitution of only the 233U cross

sections. The new values are also presented in Table II. This tine all

results fall within two milli-k of the experimental value.
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Table II

Calculated Reactivities (in milli k)

No.

ENDF/B-IV

ENDL-84

-36

-1

1

.75

.52

-27

0

2

.78

.10

-28

1

3

.83

.14

-7

1

4

.68

.23

5

-24.55

1.88

-27

1

6

.24

.93

7

-24.05

-0.26

Ganesan noticed a similar trend in his calculations of the reactivity of

Jezebel-23 using ENDL-84 data. As noticed by Ganesan the fission cross

?33 233

section of U in ENDF/B-IV is too low. The reactivity of the U

assemblies is most sensitive to \7 , the number of secondary neutrons per

fission, and to af, the fission cross section.. As a matter of fact the

sensitivity of k of Jezebel-23 to \> of 233U is almost 1 and to a., of

233U about 2/3. The fission cross section of 233U in the ENDL-84 file is

higher than in the ENDF/B-IV file over most of the energy range up to 8

MeV, the highest difference being about 72 in the energy range 500 - 800

keV. A rough global indicator of the change in a_ is given by

rqf(84)-gf(IV)
crf(84)

f(E)dE

where f(E) is the normalized fission spectrum. In our case this global

relative change in a- amounts to 3.3X. The situation with V is slightly

more complicated. In both ENDF/B-IV and ENDL-84 it is represented by a

series of points with linear interpolation between the points. In the
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range 0.55 - 2.60 HeV which is the most important one the ENDL-84 value

is higher by up to 2%, whereas in the lower energy range and in the

energy range between 2.6 to 6.6 MeV the situation is reversed. The

corresponding global indicator in this case amounts to 0.3%.

In conclusion the ENDF/B-IV data for 233U were found to be inadequate

for reactivity calculations of fast assemblies. The ENDL-84 file on the

other hand leads to a much better agreement between measured and

calculated reactivities, mainly due to changes in the fission cross

section and in the neutron yield.
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SIMULATION OP LOSS OF FLOW EVENTS IN HTR-MODULE

D.GAL, J.TZOREF and D.SAPHIER

Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne 70600 Israel

Loss of flow (LOF) events in a modular HTGR designed by IM.'ERATOMO
(HTR-Hodulc) were simulated am* analyzed using the DSNP simulation
language. The purpose of tiii- study was to find out whether the claim
that the reactor is inherently safe Is justified. Two cases were
studied: if the first case a pressurized core was assumed,in the second,
the core was assume*? f.o be depressurized. Both simulations show that fuel
temperatures do not exceed 1500°C, Indicating that no fission products
will be released.

The DSNP modeling approach details are described in ref. 2.
The following DSNP modules have been used in the simulations:

1. C0RPB3 - a quasi two-dimensional model for pebble-!jed HTGR core.
2. CYLIN3 - a quasi two dimensional model for radially conducting

cylinder simulating the graphite reflector, pressure vessel
and the concrete silo.

3. CHCAV2 - a one dimensional model for gas cavity simulating the helium
ducts.

4. NHPLEN2 - a lumped parameter model for water cavity simulating the
surface cooler.

The heat transfer mechanisms considered in the simulation are:

t. Conduction inside the fuel spheres.
2. Conduction + thermal radiation between fuel spheres In the radial

direction.
3. Forced convection between the fuel and the helium flowing in the axial

direction (downward).
4. Conduction through the graphite reflector, the pressure vessel and

the concrete silo.
5. Thermal radiation through the helium gap between the reflector and the

pressure vessel.
6. Forced convection by helium coolant between the reflector and the

pressure vessel.
7. Forced convection between the surface cooler metal walls and the

cooling water.

At nominal conditions (powt - 200 HVt , pressure - 6NPa ,mass flow rate
85.4 KyVsec) the dominant core heat transfer modes are 1 and 3 .
Axial conduction (to the top and bottom reflectors) was not considered
due to the core geometry which has a large height to diameter ratio and



du: to the the large cavities located above and under the core. The
omission of axial conduction can be considered a conservative assumption.
During a LOF event,with the conservative assumption that no active DHR
(Decay Beat Removal) system is in operation the radial heat transfer
mode prevails.
Natural circulation (and convection) is also expected to take place in
the event of LOF. At this st?ge of the study these phenomena were not
modeled and istead the following conservative assumptions were made:

A. In presjurlzed LOF thu minimal mass flow value is 85.4 gr/scc (0.1% of
the nonlnal value).

B. In depressurized LOF the minimal mass flow is 1 gr/sec.

Fig. 1 shows fuel temperatures radial distribution at the hottest core
regionsf during pressurized LOF transient. The fuel maximum temperature
o't 1190°C is attained 30 hours after the Initiation of the transient.
The curves reflect the competition between the decay heat production (14
MWt at the initiation of the event) and the heat removal in the redial
direction through conduction,convection and thermal radiation.
Fig. 2 shows fuel temperatures during depresurized LOF event. Since the

mass flow Is much lower than in the previous case - the extent of core
heat-up is much higher. The fuel maximum temperature of 1420°C is
attained 33 hours after the initiation of the event. These results are
in agreement with INTRERATOM predtction<>> of 1550°C after 32 hours.

Since no fission products release is expected at temperatures below
1600°C,<3>, it can he concluded from this study that no active
devices are needed to prevent fission products release during severe
accidents.Thus the HTR Module can be termed "inherently safe".
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NEURAL NETWORKS - POTENTIAL APPLICATION
IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRYt

PRELIMINARY COMMENTS AND REFLECTIONS

SHIMON YIFTAh

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Department of Nuclear Engineering

1. Introduction

Neural Networks are an emerging technology which is perceived to
have potential for solving complex computation problems which cannot
be solved by standard computational methods. Qae such example is the
inverse kinematics problem which is considered to be the most
difficult problem in robotics.

A large number of research and development evaluatioas and
programs on neural networks are being conducted by major institutions
and companies.

A study on the applicability of neural networks has been recently
completed by DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Administration in the United States. The report will probably be
released before the end of 198S.

As reported at the IAEA meeting on. the use of expert systasis in
nuclear safety, Vienna, October 17-2.1, 1988, AECL <Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited) is monitoring developments in neural networks and will
review the possibility of using them for parts of the Operator
Companion expert oyatem, particularly in dealing with improved alarm
annunciation.

In 1985, only one neu.ral network modelling tool was available;
now there are about twenty offered commercially by various companies
in North America. Some of these products are designed only for
education purposes; others may bu used to create applications and some
are useir products. The cost of these software packages, most of them
for PC-AT's and PS-2's, varies between about *300 and *60,000. Some
of these softwares run under the Microsoft Windows environment such as
Mfiim (Artificial Neural Systems Simulation) of SAIC, the Science
Applications International Company of San Dfegc Ca., and AI-NET of
the AlWare Company of Cleveland, Ohio. A Cana<*Tan company is offering
a neural network learning tool for •250.



2. What is a Neural Network?

The fundamental element of any neural network is the processing
element. Basically, the neural network uses processing elements and
weighted connections, both very loosely analogous to neurons and
synapses in the brain. Svnanses mzm the regions of specialized
interconnection and communication between neurons. It is believed
that the ease of these interconnections and communications in the
brain is connected with learning.

A neural network consists* of "layers". linear arrays of
processing elements grouped together. Typically data is applied to an
input laver. Connections transfer information from the input layer to
one or several "hidden" layers from which connections lead to the
output laver. This "connectionism". a completely different approach
to computation, is characterised mathematically by large matrices, the
connection matrices, that relate input, hidden and output layers.
Instead of representing information in rules, as in expert systems,
the information is stored, as it were, in the distribution of weights
in the connection matrix. Neural networks can learn, and can be
taught. During the learning phase, exponential functions of the
connection matrices must be computed many times. Pairs of inputs and
outputs are applied to the network. These pairs of data are used to
teach tho network. The network learns by adjusting or adapting the
strengths of the connections between processing elements. The mnthod
used for doing the adaptation is called the "learning rule". Several
"learning rules", or paradigms, have been proposed and tried in neural
network development. The architecture of the network consists of the
number of processing elements, the way connections are made and the
neurodynamics (sum, transfer and learning rules). When the network is
given some input, the output obtained depends on tht* values of the
connections. During the learning phase, the connections are adjusted
so that the difference between the network output and the desired
output is minimized.

Neural networks learn from examples. adjusting internal
parameters to match the examples. Neural networks may be viewed as a
statistically-based mapping technology. Neural networks can produce
continuous mappings from an n-dimensional space to an m-dimensional
space.
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Neural networks can be considered as a different approach to
computation. While classical procedural languages require a detailed
statement of the solution to a problem, and expert system? require a
symbolic statement of the solution, a neural network requires a
statistically valid representation of the problem mapping to produce a
solution.

A neural network uses a large number of simple cheap processing
elements to perform operations rapidly in parallel. A conventional
computer simulation uses a small number of complex expensive
processing elements to perform operations slowly in serial.

3. Engineering Applications and Potential Applications

in the Nuclear Industry

Neural networks are typically used to develop a relationship
between several inputs and several outputs. Neural networks can be
used to compute the inverse of a mathematical function.

Several Examples of ftpulicationst

- Complex pattern recognition
- Noise iiaalysis

Modelling including financial and economic modelling
Forecasting

Examples of Qomputation of the Inverse

of a Mathematical Function:

The inverse kinematics problem in re< >ime (robotics)
CAD/CAM modelling of three dimensional surfaces
Structural design
Sensor processing

Neural networks have been used to analyse electrocardiograms,
which may be considered some type of noise analysis.



Neural Networks and Exctrt Svittni

Expert systems have been developed for the diagnosis of various
enginesi aircraft engines, automobile engines, diesel engines. In
these diagnostic expert systems there is a need to interpret certain
signals such as engine noise. Different signals of the engine may
mean either a good-running engine or a faulty one. Now expert humans
may be part of the loop to interpret these engine signals. Neural
networks modules could be trained to differentiate between these
signals and help remove the human from the loop and thus automate the
system.

Other Applications

Me may mention the famous NetTalk experiments at John Hopkins
University where a neural network was trained to take text and convert
it directly to speech. This may be considered as mapping from text
space fro speech space.

Another area of possible military applications is the
identification of a particular tvoe of object in a picture.

Finally, let us say a few words about the application mentioned
above, the inverse kinematics problem in real time (robotics).

In conventional Manipulator control in robotics there is the
problem of how should a robotic arm be oriented when there are
redundant degrees of freedom. The Cartesian end point position is
used to convert that position/ say x, y, into joint coordinate angles,
say elf e_, and then use a control algorithm to move all the point
angles to their desired positions. The inverse transformations, from
the endpoint to the angles of the robotic arm,- are made up of many
transcendental functions that have to be derived and programmed,
requiring extensive computation. A neural network can avoid the
derivation programming and computation of the transformation
equations, since it can learn from examples only.

It is clear from the listing of the above potential applications,
and the few comments about some of them, that there is a wide scope of
potential applications for neural network in the nuclear industry.
Comprehensive surveys and evaluations should be conducted to identify
and specify the applications that would be feasible and useful.
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4. Conclusion

In view of the above, ona of the recommendations of tha Tachnical
Conmittaa Maating on tha Use of Expart Systems in Nuclear Safety,
Vienna, 17-21 October 1988, is the following!

"To monitor and follow-up developments on the potential uses of
Neural Networks in the nuclear industry and take necessary steps to
disseminate relevant information when justified by developments".

It is clear that IAEA member states cannot just monitor and
follow-up developments. They should take, and some of them are
taking, active steps to explore the potential of using neural nets in
the nuclear industry and translate promising applications into actual
projects that could then be monitored and folowed-up by the IAEA.
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Containment design aspects of severe externally initiated events in

commercial Nuclear Power Plants
Ivan Kis, The Israel Electric Co., P.O.Box 10, Haifa 31000, Israel

Externally initiated severe accident scenarios in commercial Nuclear
Power Plants were extensively analysed.

The scenarios assumed for the analyses begin with an external event
breaching the containment.

The size of the initial breach of the containment was parametricaly
studied.

The scenarios were screened and identified heuristlcly and analysed by
well known and accepted computer codes.

In one of the scenarios analysed a double ended rupture of a main
coolant pipe was assumed in a 3250 MWth Pressurized Water Reactor
equipped with a large dry containment. During the event no active safety
features are available. The scenario leads to core meltdown and eventual
fission products release to the environment.

Later on this scenario was modified with regard to different parameters,
and avalaibility of engineered safety features.

In the next stage the vulnerability of the main components of the
reactor cooling system and the main safety systems were analysed.

In the last stage combinations of inside the containment and out of
containment system failures were analysed.

The results show that the timing of the major events during an accident
with an initially breached containment is different from the timing in
an intact containment.

It is important to emphasis that because of the initial breach the
release of radioactive substances has the characteristics of substained
release rather than "puff" release.

The release of the fission products in the initial phases of the
meltdown (untill the beginning of the core-concrete interaction) is an
atmospheric pressure process, which can be best described as
"breathing". This process comprises outflow of containment gas
mixture and inflow of ambient air in a guasi-sinuousidal manner.

Sensitivity analysis with regards to the avalaibility of safety systems
showed that even partial or delayed operation of these systems can
prevent core meltdown. The analysis showes that even a 2* capacity flow,
or a flow of 50* with a delay of 30 minutes of the Emergency Core
Cooling System can prevent core melt.

One of the containment design aspects of these analyses is that the
containment design pressure for a LOCA type event should not
neccessarily be the maximum pressure anticipated in the the blowdown
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phase, since in this phase the containment gas mixture is free
from radioactive substances (except the pre-melt coolant contamination).
If this pressure peak is released (with or without filtering) through an
appropriate valve, the containment design pressure can be lowered
considerably.

A second aspect of the containment design resulting from the analysis is
that if the initial pressure peak is released, the time gap between this
peak and the core melt, being about 30 minutes in the most severe case,
enables operators actions.
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MITIGATION OF THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

ACCIDENT BY PROTECTIVE MEASURES: AN UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

J. Koch and J. Tadmor

Soreq Nuclear Research Centre, 70600 Yavne, Israel

The effectiveness of different offsite protective measures - evacuation,

sheltering, respiratory protection - in mitigating the radiological

consequences of a hypothetical accident in a nuclear power plant, was

previously assessed (Koch and Tadmor 1988, Gants 1985). Since the

calculations were performed by using complex computer models, including

numerous input variables the values of which are uncertain, evaluation of

the uncertainties in the results is a major issue in investigating the

effectiveness of environmental protective measures. An uncertainty analysis

was therefore performed in order to express quantitatively the uncertainty

in the outputs of the two computer models which were used: the REMAND

probabilistic consequence model (Stern et al. 1987) and the RECLEAR

evacuation model (Gants 1985)•

A survey of the different uncertainties existing in the inputs of the

models was conducted, focusing on the input variables describing the

implementation of the protective measures or influencing their

effectiveness. Uncertainties were expressed by subjective probability

density functions of the values of the input variables.

The complexity of the models did not permit an analytical approach to

uncertainty analysis and therefore a statistical approach, based on Monte

Carlo techniques, was used. Direct stochastic simulation being impracticable

with the time-consuming codes, the response surface methodology was adopted,

involving the fitting of a rather simple response surface (a low-degree

polynomial) to replace the complex output function and stochastic simulation

of the response surface. Fitting of the response surfaces was accomplished

according to an experimental design (fractional factorial desigi or central



composite design), in order to select efficiently the points in the input

variables space where the model is to be run. A smoothing function was then

fitted, using regression techniques (stepwise regression). Propagation of

the input uncertainties to output uncertainty was then performed via Monte

Carlo simulation of the fitted response surface. Uncertainty in the output

was expressed by means of its probability density function (pdf) and

estimates of its expectation and variance, as well as of different

confidence intervals.

The probability density functions of the output of the two studied models

(the consequence model and the evacuation model) were found to be unimodal

functions. As an example, the pdf of the evacuation efficiency in reducing

early fatalities following a specific accident scenario, is presented in

Fig. 1. Although the range of possible output values was large, the value of

the density function at the mode was much higher than its value at other

points and most of the function mass was concentrated in the mode vicinity.
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Fig. 1: pdf of evacuation efficiency in reducing early fatalities
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The mode was close to the value calculated with the model when the input

variables were given their nominal values. In light of these findings, the

results relating to the effectiveness evaluation of the protective measures

can be considered as reliable. However, it must be emphasized that the

results of those uncertainty analyses relate to the assumed probabilistic

representation of the input variables (range of values and type of

distribution), which was found the most probable according to prior

information and subjective judgment.

The distribution effect was investigated, by assessing the effect on the

overall analysis of varying the probability density functions assumed for

the values of the input variables. Response surface methodology facilitates

this task, since only the propagation phase by simulation of the surface has

to be performed again. It was found that the distribution effect is

significant, when non-specific distributions (normal, uniform) are used

instead of the originally assumed distributions. The well defined peak in

the original probability density function of the output tended to disappear,

emphasizing the neecl for an accurate estimation not only of the range of

possible values of the important input variables, but also of their

distribution.

Another method of uncertainty analysis was also applied, based on

statistical tolerance limits, within the framework of non-parametric

statistics. Using a direct, but limited, Monte Carlo simulation, it

permitted to determine an upper statistical tolerance limit for the output

considered. Comparison of the results with those of the response surface

method showed reasonable concordance.

A sensitivity analysis was also performed, jointly with the uncertainty

analysis and using the information contained in the same set of model runs.

The purpose was to identify the most influential model input variables and

rank them in order of their influence on model predictions. Efforts for

better estimation can therefore focus on those variables, in order to

improve the model predictions. The partial correlation coefficent between

each input variable and the model output was chosen as a measure of



sensitivity. It is a global measure, reflecting the influence of the input

variables over the whole range of values they may assume and it implicitly

incorporates the effects of interactions between the variables. It measures

the contribution of the uncertainty in each input variable to the

uncertainty in the model output. Results of the sensitivity analysis were

found to be in good agreement with the findings displayed during the

response surface fitting of the uncertainty analysis.

Within the framework of the effectiveness evaluation of offsite

protective measures, it was therefore shown that the uncertainty analysis is

a useful tool in the decision-making process, permitting a sound judgment

about the use of protective measures, in complement to - or instead of part

of - the engineered safety features of a nuclear power plant.
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MODELING OF THE HTR MODULE WITH DSNP

D.GAL, D.SAPHIER and J.TZOREF

Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne 70600 Israel

The DSNP* simulation of core heat-up transients in the HTR-Module,
could not be performed with the existing one dimensional (axial) HTGR
component modules41>. The reason being, that these transients call for
a 2D description of the heat transfer mechanisms with the radial one
being the dominant heat transfer mode. It was therefore necessary to
develop the quasi two-dimensional. C0RPB3 and CYLIN3 modules.
DSNP modularity enabled the development of the simulation programs in a

step by step process by which modules representing various reactor
components were added in each stage.
Fig. 1 shows the DSNP nodallzation diagram describing the structure of
the progvam by which the core,reflector,helium gap,pressure
vessel,surface cooler and concrete silo - were modeled.

Based on the existing one dimensional core module C0RPB2 the CORPB3
module was developed. The module Is based on the following modeling
approach:

1. The core is divided to H axial regions and J radial regions.
2. The fuel in each m,j region is represented by a fuel sphere which is

subdivided to I spherical regions.
3. In each m,j region an energy balance for the Helium is solved taking

in account forced convection between the fuel and the gas flowing in
the axial direction.

4. In each spherical shell an internal heat conduction equation is
solved.

5. An heat conduction equation is solved between radially adjacent
regions, using a semi-empirical effective conductivity correlation
accounting for a .combination of conduction + thermal radiation
between the fuel spheres.

6. Conduction in the axial direction is not modeled - which can be
considered a conservative assumption.

The CYLIN3 module models a radially conducting solid cylir^er. It has
been used to model the graphite reflector , steel pressure vjsel and the
concrete silo. Some of the module features are listed below i

1. The cylinder is divided to H axial regions and J radial regions.
2. An heat conduction equation is solved between radially adjacent

regions. Axial conduction is not modeled.
3. The inlet boundary conditions can be defined by an axial array of

either temperatures or heat-transfer rates.
* DSNP - Eynamic Stimulator for guclear Power Plants.



4. The outlet heat transfer nodes Include either conduction or
combination of convection and theriial radiation.

5. The Module can be linked to any DSNP component nodule, allowing
flexible set up of the reactor model.

The modules developed were tested as stand alone components'2' and
then linked together with the CHCAV2 and HBPLEH2 nodules to form the
reactor model shown in, tig. 1.
CHCAV2 is a one dimensional model for gas cavity which was accommodated
to compute the convectlve heat transfer terns using boundary
tenperatures provided by the CYLIN3 nodule.
NHPLKN2 Is a lumped parameter model for water cavity which was used to
model the surface cooler.

The mathematical nodel formed by tbe modules described, constitute of
350 ordinary differential equation.? and a large number of algebraic
equations. The numerical solution s£ this system of equations was
performed using a unique DSNP feature enabling the integration of several
systems of equations in paralel by different Integration algorithms.

The modules developed and the modeling method described above, are not
restricted lo the HTR-Module configuration and can be applied to various
HTGR plants.
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THE SMALL PASSIVE OS ADVANCED LIGHT WATER REACTOR
REVIEW AND "CONSIDERATIONS FROM AN ISRAELI VIEWPOINT

A.A Kidron, 1. Kis, D. Marouani
Nuclear Project Department, Israel Electric Corporation LTD

P.O Box 10, Haita

SUMMARY

The development of the advanced light water reactors in the US
is a natural continuation of the present generation ot light
water reactors (the PWR and the BWH) having a proven technology
with considerable operational experience and industrial backup
in the US and elsewhere.

The development of the ALWR steins from the need to make
available in the US and in the world a viable Nuclear Power
Plant (NPP) ready for service by the end of the century. This
enhanced NPP shall be an economically competitive alternative
to the existing nuclear an fossil power plants.

To achieve this goal, a development program was drafted. The
main lines of this program is the preparation of standardized
designs which will ensure short and predictable licensing and
construction. The design will be done by experienced reactor
suppliers and architect engineers on the basis of requirements
from the electric utilities coordinated by EPRI.

The utilities requirements reflect their operational experience
with more than 100 NPPs in operation, in order to ensure a
smooth licensing without "racheting" in the requirements, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is involved in every stage of the
development program.

Safety is a priority emphasis of the program. The program goals
include very low probability for core damage and a negligible
probability for public exposure in case of severe accidents. To
reach these goals the ALWR is based on simplicity in the
design, construction and operation and on standardization. The
safety systems of the ALWR are simple, bctsed on natural forces
such as gravitation and natural circulation.

The goal of economical competitiveness of the ALWR with other
methods of energy generation will be achieved by shortening the
schedule for licensing and construction, by use of simple
safety systems, by modular design, by high availability and by
doubling the design life as compared witl? present NPPs.
According to a preliminary evaluation made by Westinghouse
the total base cost of the 600 MWe pressurized ALWR,the AP 600,
will be about $1270 per kW installed. This figure is 40 % less
than the cost of existing two loop 600 MWe PWR.

After a review of the program, its political, economical and
safety aspects were analyzed from an israeli viewpoint.



Two fluid model for critical two phase flow

R. Dagan ,E. Elias and £. Wacholder
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering

Technion -Israel Institute of Technology , Haifa 32000, Israel

and

S. Olek
Israel Electric Corporation Ltd., P.O.B. 10, Haifa 31000, Israel

The critical flow of a single component two-phase mixture bae already been studied
50 years ago, but only in the last two decades was the subject accelerated due
to its importance in reactor safety analyses. A sudden hypothetical break in the
reactor cooling fluid circuit (especially in PWR) may cause a sudden drop in pressure
followed by flashing of the fluid and inducing a two phase flow. The knowledge of
the maximum flow coming out from the broien circuit is vital in this case as it
determines the time for core uncovery. This maTimnni two-phase flow h. known as
a critical or choked flow.

In single phase flow the phenomena of critical flow is well understood and can
be easily computed once the initial stagnation conditions and the geometry of the
flow channel are given. However, critical two-phase flow is more complicated due to
the existance of different flow patterns (flow regimes) and the possibility of thermal
and mechanical non equilibrium between the phases.

In the last decade a new approach has been established because the old methods
(HEM, Mechanical Ncn Equilibrium etc.) lack some important properties of the
flow. Many investigators came to the conclusion that only a two-fluid model could
lead to a full understanding of the critical flow phenomena, although there are a lot
of uncertainties concerning such an approach.

Three different two-fluid models were presented by Ardron (1978), Richter (1981)
and Dobran (1987), which differ in their treatment of the interfacial heat and mass
transfer processes. The present work expands these models, emphasizing some new
aspects in the critical two-phase flow.

The new model presented solves two mass and two momentjiii equations (for the
vapour and the liquid ) and a unified energy equation (or both phases. Tha Bixth
equation \B a state equation based on the bubble growth development in this work.
There is also a seventh equation solving the elapsed time from the initial bubble
growth.

One of the main parameters of critical two-phase flow is the heat and mass
transfer at the interface between the phases. The present work considers the heat
transfer equations in general, which accounts for both conduction and convection.
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Since sometimes the convective part is dominant and .sometimes the conduction heat
transfer prevails, an exact solution was obtained. The predictions of the critical flow
rate for a wide range of experiments are fairly good and the errors are, in laboratorial
and commercial pipes, of the same small order of magnitude as is shown in fig. 1.
(based on experimantal commercial pipes in the Marriken (1982) tests).

Another important parameter in the heat transfer model, is the bubbles density
number and radii along the flow channel. Ardron (1978) developed a laborious
model for bubble growth and formation in the Sow conduit but used an incomplete
energy equation. Richter (1981) and Dobran (1987) used a constant bubble density
number for all the experimantal data recalling that the bubble density number is of
minor importance. The model presented in this work shows a dramatic influence of
the bubble density number on the predicted critical mass flow rate and suggests a
dependence between the bubble density number and the channel's length to diameter
ratio which is an important parameter in predicting the critical flow.

The importance of the thermal non-equilibrium effect is demonstrated in the
present model. The adiabatic pressure drop at the entrance to the flow conduit is
shown to control the initial degree of thermal non-equilibrium which subsequently
governs the critical flow rate.

In summary, a two-fluid model was presented for solving one-dimensional critical
two phase flow phenomena. The model was validated sgainst data measured in small
and large scale test systems. It is shown that fairly good agreement with experiments
can be achieved by considering the dependence of the number density of the bubbles
on the ratio of length to diameter of the channel. A recent work by Olek et al. (1989)
has shown that other parameters such as bubble inertia which were not considered
here may also be important. Work to investigate these parameters is underway.
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GASEOUS RELEASES ACTING AS DRIVING FORCE TO SWEEP
FISSION PRODUCTS PROM THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT FOLLOWING

CORE HSAT-UP ACCIDENT IN MEDIUM SIZED HTGRs

R. Mooraann, N. Iniotakis, H. Barthels
KFA, Nuclear Research Center

Julich, Federal Republic of Germany

and

S. Ron
Atomic Energy Commission

Tel-Aviv, Israel

A B S T R A C T

Gaseous release from the various ceramic graphites following
depressurization and core heat up accident in medium sized HTGRs can
significantly contribute to the dr.ving force of sweeping fission
products from the primary circuit. The retention characteristic of the
ceramic graphites might also be affected.

INTRODUCTION

Severe consequences are obtained from scenarios in which the
depressurization occurs through a relative small sized rupture (but
not too small), as high pressure persists in the primary circuit
lasting 10-40 hours after the beginning of the accident. According to
Rehm el al./l/, the maximal core temperature of 1500°C (about 1000°C
average value) is reached after several hours. Therefore the
depressurization process will act as a strong driving force to sweep
the fission products from the primary circuit, as significant fission
products amount is starting to be released from the fuel elements only
above 1500°C, according to Nabielek el al. measurements /2/. But
suppose that before reaching the 1500°C value, following the THTR-300
procedure for such a case (although for different reason, which is
lack of pressure relief valves), the primary circuit pressure would be
released through a larger sized opening. Therefore the consequences
would be mitigated, as at the time that significant fission products
amount would start to be released from the fuel elements, the helium
pressure in the primary circuit would be close to 1 bar. In order to
simulate the fission products transport in such a case, it is needed
to know what would be the driving force of sweeping the fission
products from the primary circuit and what would be the fission
products retention by the various graphites under the core heat-up
condition. The present study is addssssed at these questions.



The CO release

The CO is released at high temperatures (starting at about 2300°C) due
to the chemical reaction of graphite with the U02 or other oxides of
the fuel kernel. This release is being assumed to be of the same
fraction as of the noble gases release. This assumption can be
considered as a realistic one, as both the CO and the noble gases are
released following fuel elements mechanical integrity failure. The
volume being released from the primary circuit due to the CO release
is estimated to be:

number of fuel
elements in
THTR-300

I
Q 7T00O x 41

under STP conditions
and ideal behavior
the volume that will
be occupied (m3)

heavy metals content
in each fuel element
(gr)

from each heavy
metal 2 CO molecules
can be created
U02 --> 2 CO

X-fO
TTT

7

X 2 X 0,03 = 90 -w'

\

298K
T in che gas
temperature at
which it is
released from the
primary circuit

noble gases release
fraction from
"TRISO" fuel
elements expected
following core heat
up accidents in
THTR-300

The THTR-300 pebble bed fres volume is about 50 m3, plus about 25m3

at the top of the core. The 6 steam generators free volume is about
120 m3, and reaching about double that value when including the
conections volume, but the flow through a blower while not in
operation is prevented by the blower valve.

According to Nabielek et al./2/, the noble gases are released after
the C. release, and therefore the conjugated CO release would
effectively contribute to the driving force of sweeping the C. from
the primary circuit.

The helium release

The helium is released from the ceramic graphites following the
depressurization and the heat-up conditions. According to Delle /3/
the closed pores volumetric fraction in the ceramic graphites is about
10%. Hoinkis M / has recently shown that at helium pressure of 40 bars
at 800°C the helium would penetrate into pores which are not
accessible to helium at 1 bar and 20°C. Therefore the volume being
released from the primary circuit, following the massive fission
products release, due to the helium release, is estimated to be:



graph!to
volume in
1HTR-300
(IT-3) i

39 bars is the
He pressure in
THTR-300 during
normal operation.
1 bar is the
pressure following
depressurization.

closed pores
volumetric
fraction

I
O.H X 0.1 X 2. X

expected fraction
of closed pores
becoming accessible,
according to
Hoinkis/4/

T
( )
298K

O. 3 = %S0

\
an arbitrary factor
representing the
helium fraction being
released following
massive fission
products release.

Besides the helium amounts expected to be in the closed pores, large
amounts can also be found within the ceramic graphites matrix.

The main contribution to the 0.3 arbitrarty factor would be from the
peripherial regions of the reflector graphite, being heated to
relative low temperatures.

Other phenomena to be taken into consideration when calculating the
driving force

- The depressurization process.
- The thermal expansion.
- Atmospheric pressure changes.
- Wind speed changes.

Pressure build up due to'fission products release.
- Impurities released from heated up graphites.
- Thermal convection.
- Thermal diffusion.
- Diffusion due to concentrational gradients.

Summary

This preliminary analysis shows the possible significance of the
gaseous release in sweeping the fission products from the primary
circuit. In the near future a detailed study would be initiated to
investigate the gaseous release Influences on both the sweeping
driving force and the change of the ceramic graphites retention
characteristic.
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PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION MODELS

*
L. Heznik, H. Sharf, L. Tepper

Nuclear Engineering Department, Israel Electric Corporation,
P.O.B. 10, Haifa

A comprehensive safety evaluation of a commercial NPP should
Include a groundwater contamination path analysis, together with
a usual assessment of atmospheric release risks.

In the present work a parametric study r.as been performed,
aiming to identify the most important cnaracteristics of the
processes of radioactive groundwater contaminant release and
transport.

As a reference case, a severe core damage accident has been
assumed to occur in a representative NPP (PWR, 900 MVe) on an
arid site, with radioactive inventory of the equilibrium core.

A spectrum of accident scenarios has been chosen to represent
the release duration range, according to the containment basemat
penetration rates. A separate consideration has been given to the
fast depressurization/sump water release mode and to the slow
release by leaching.

A corresponding distribution factor assignment has been done
for radioactive isotopes according to their individual physical
and chemical properties.

Sensitivity calculations have been performed for such major
parameters of contaminant transport models as effective flow
field width, hydraulic head gradient and conductivity, effective
porosity and density, diffusivity coefficients, hydrodynamic
lateral and longitudinal dispersivitles, chemical distribution
and retardation factors.

The impact of individual isotopic core inventories has been
parametrically tested as well as the containment sump liquid
content during the initial phase of the release.

Results of the present work identify a relatively small
number of modeling parameters having significant importance. For
most of these parameters further efforts should be aimed at more
accurate site - related evaluations and field measurements.

(*) At present with Nylit Ltd., Migdal-Haemek, Israel.



IMPROVING THE SIMULATION OF THE ROD EJECTION
ACCIDENT IN PWR*

I). SAPI1IER

Soreq Nuclear Research Center

YAVNE 70600

The rod ejection accident (RIDA) lakes place when the housing of the control rod
sustains a mechanical failure causing a rapid ejection of the control rod assembly from
the core. Assuming that the control rod was fully inserted in the core, the consequence
of the failure is the insertion of a large amount of positive reactivity into the core.

Depending on the core power level and ttie core burn-up (BU), prompt critical
conditions might be reached. The result in any case is a rapid power excursion which
is terminated by the Dopplcr negative feedback reactivity coefficient, and the reactor is
ultimately shut-down by the safety system activating the control rods. Details of the
REA and the methods used in calculating the accident arc described in detail in review
paper by Diaf»oiid|l).

To estimate the consequences of HEA, in most instances, a best estimate system
code such as iETRAN(2J or RELAP[3) are used. A typical nodalization diagram for
the primary loop of a P WIl used in ̂ yitem code simulations is shown in Fig. 1, and the
core nodalixation diagram is shown in Fig. 2. In the analyses a simplified nodalhsation
of the primary loop is usually used, since the transient duration is short, lasting only
a few seconds and no feedback from the primary heat removal elements is expected.
The lumped parameter kinetic equations are uied to calculate the power excursion and
the REA reactivity vs. time is obtained from vendor data for the most reactive control
assembly. Since the power and temperature distribution in this accident are strongly
asymmetric, and since the kinetic equations use a temperature averaged feedback model,
a Doppler weighting, K* > I, is introduced to correct for *,he temperature and (lux
maldistribution.

Risher \4] has performed a spatial kinetic calculation with temperature feedbacks
spatially distributed, however, the feedback from the primary coolant loop was not
included in thin study.

"To b« presented at the J5lh aitntial meeting of the Inrael Nuclear Society, HW>
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In tlie present study a quasi-static approach in solving the neutron spatio temporal
equations was used. Rather then assuming complete separability of the neutron flux,
$ into stationary shape function, • , and a time dependent amplitude function, /', as
assumed in all the system codes,

the flux is separated into a time-dependent shape function, <j>, and an amplitude function,

J".|6].
*[R,E,T)=-4[R,E,t)l"[t)

Where 72 represents the core spatial coordinates, and E the neutron energy. In both
cases P is proportional to the nciitrouic power and is obtained from the solution of the
kinetic equations. The last split permits tits use of the kinetic equations to calculate
the reactor power, /", while the time dependent power distribution function is obtained
from some solving a 3-D approximation to the diffusion equation |5|.

Four basic cases of R.EA were investigated for a typical PWR. At the begining-of-iife,
(BOL), conditions the hot-full-power csse, (IIFP), and the hot-zero-power, (HZP), were
simulated. At the end-of-life, (EOL), conditions, again the IIFP and the IIZP cases were
simulated. These four cases are usually presented by most investigators (4],(lj, since they
consist the extreme boundaries of all the possible cases. 'Die detailed 3-channel core
nodalization scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The three channel model simulates in detail
the subassembly from which the control rod was ejected. It is subdivided into nine
axial regions and eleven radial regions in each fuel pin. The second channel represents
eight subassemblies surroundii.g the subassembly from which the rod was ejected. This
channel has five axial nodes. Finally the third channel simulates the rest of the core.

The simple model, Figs. 1 and 2, was used for conservative analyses of REA and
for comparisons with other calculations, while the detailed model, Fig. 3, was used for
best estimate and sensitivity calculations using the time-dependent power distribution.

Fig. 4, shows the normalized power excursion from full power at BOL and EOL.
Fig. 5, shows the normalized power excursion, from IIZP at BOL and EOL. These
results compare well with the calculations presented in [1|. Fig. G. shows the energy
deposited in a fuel pin at full power HOL conditions ait calculated with the simplified
constant power distribution modeS and as calculated with the detailed model presented
above. There is a significant difference between the two methods of calculation. An
energy deposit of 800 to 1000 kJ/kg, will cause significant dammage to the fuel pin.

The improved modelling of the core performed in the present study, reveals that in
addition to major differences in the hot channel state variables, there is also a significant
difference in the system average transient parameters, such as power, pressure, flow and
temperatures. The major impact is however the possibility to observe the transient
behavior of the subassembly from which the control rod was ejected, as well as the
subassemblies surrounding the "ejected" assembly.
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Application of Expert 8y«tem technique* in Nuclear Power
Plants - Brief review of current status ant! future prospects

Z. Bager( Nuclear Research Center - Negev.

Abstract

The idea of applying Expert System (ES) techniques in Nuclear
Power Plant (NPP) operation seems very attractive, taking
into account the large number of complex, interacting sub-
systems which constitute the NPP. This review summarizes the
present status of ES development and implementation in the
USA, Europe and Japan, as evident from recent international
conferences and INIS publications data-base search. The
result of that search shows that the subject is still in the
experimental stage, as the majority of the publications in
the USA and Europe are from universities and government
research centers. Only in Japan the private sector NPP
vendors and operator companies publish most of the reports in
this area.

The possible future applications and development directions
are discussed. The situation is not clear. On the one hand,
the is wide-spread feeling that ES techniques are needed for
the on-line and off-line applications in NPP operation and
maintenance such as safe* y status monitoring, alarm analysis
and diagnosis, plant data-base, training and emergency
planning. On the other hand, there are conceptual problems in
the verification and validation of ES software for critical
safety and operational applications, and the experience of
applying ES for real-time industrial use, both in the nuclear
and the chemical industries, indicates high investment of
resources and expert man-power.

The perceived potential benefits and the available ES
capability seems, however, attractive enough to warrant
further efforts in intelligent operator aids, fault
management and accident response, operating procedure
selection and display, probability safety analysis and fault
tree generation, and plant operating data analysis, be it
even as partial solutions or special tasks. Thus an
Israeli team should keep in touch with developments in this
field, to be included in the frame-work of eventual Israeli
NPP project.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF CFP'S IMAGE
D.Ingman and Y.Merlis
January 1989
Department of Nuclear Engineering
TECHNION, Haifa 32000, Israel
tel. 04-294389, 04-294399

An image of Calibrated Fuel Pin (CFP) was suggested as one of the
standards for radiogiaphic image reconstruction quality evaluation criteria
by RISO test program '*'. In M there is a full description of the image
and the nominal values of the pin dimensions. The image was analyzed in
number of laboratories, including the Department of Nuclear Engineering of
Technion, Haifa, Israel M. In this paper we present the results of application
of new adaptive image reconstruction algorithm to the degraded image of the
CFP.

The applied restoration procedure is a two-dimensional adaptive parabola
fitting algorithm based on the diffusion model ^. In M the two-dimensional
version of the algorithm is described and it's parameters and performance is
analyzed. A corresponding one-dimensional algorithm is also described in M.

The assumed model of image degradation is as follows: the real image
Dm is assumed to be the result of convolution of the ideal image Di with the
blurring operator PSF and consequent addition of a white independent noise.
The PSF is assumed to be according to the diffusion model M PSF(r) =
K0(\r), where Ko is a modified Bessel function and X is a blurring parameter.
The value of A was measured in I3'1'*' and according to M was assumed to be
0.436 -r-^r The noise was assumed to be of zero average and 6% magnitude,
assuming the maximal signal magnitude 256.

Among other items, the CFP incorporates 7 uranium pellets with differ-
ent pellet to pellet gaps (achieved by means of aluminum spacers of different
width) and also different changes in pellet's diameter resulting different pel-
let to cladding gaps. We limit our interest to reconstruction of these gaps
'4'. In this paper we present the reconstruction of the gap between the first
two pellets, or being more specific, of the area of contact of the gap with
the central void. Fig.la,b are parts of the original image (fig. la) and the
corresponding reconstruction (fig. lb).

Each picture consists of half of the central void of first the pellet (dark
part to the bottom left), spacer between the first and second pellets (dark



line perpendicular to the void) and the beginning of the second pellet (bright
part to the left of the spacer). Upper left corner of each picture corresponds
to coordinates (x,y) = (0,0), down right corner (x,y) = (150,150). x axis is
parallel to the void, y axis is parallel to the spacer. Pixel size is 50/tm.

Fig.2,3,4 are profiles of the reconstruction. Fig.2 is a profile parallel to
the void at y = 60. The profile of fig.3 is taken through the void and also
is parallel to it's axis. The profile of fig.3 is taken through the void of the
second pellet and is perpendicular to it's axis and parallel to the spacer.

The areas of x < 8, x > 142, y < 16, y > 134 are the areas of convergence
of the algorithm and the reconstructed data there is unreliable.

The results show a significant improvement in contrast and noise level of
the image. Moreover, the applied reconstruction operator is very sensitive
and therefore the resulting image is much more convenient for feature ex-
traction. For instance, the outside tube is seen (y ss 30, fig-4), and the gap
is easily distinguishable. In other parts of the reconstruction (not presented
here), where pellet to cladding gaps are located, they are readily recognized
(although they are completely unseen in the original image). There also is an
unaccountable raise in density (y « 115, fig. 4), consistent in all the pictures.
Gibbs phenomenon is seen in the vicinity of the gap. However, the quanti-
tative analysis of the reconstruction procedure performance is very hard due
to the following facts 2':

1.Geometrical unsharpness and source location not perpendicular to the
axis of the pin affect the linear degradation model.

2.The aluminum spacers do not fit closely enough to the pellets, resulting
an additional width of the gap and disturbance in the area of the contact.
Some profiles show clearly that the pellet to pellet gap is not symmetric.
This problem, together with the Gibbs phenomenon, causes the distortion
and instability of the reconstruction in the area of the pellet to pellet gaps.

More of the reconstruction and profiles can be found in M. The recon-
structions, togethei with the considerations above, imply that the CFP is not
sufficient standard for high quality examination of radiographic techniques.
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Fig.2 Profile of the original (single points) and reconstructed (continuous
line) image of the fuel pin. The profile is of the first pelht, parallel to the
void, y = 60.
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LOW BORON CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS FOR NEUTRON

CAPTURE T13ERAPY

G. SHANll, Y. GROFF1, S. MARCUS2, D. CHIPMAN2 AND M.R. QUASTEL*

Departments of ^Nuclear Engineering, ^Biology and ̂ Nuclear Medicine of the Ben Gurion

Univenity of the Negev, BeerSheva

Neutron capture therapy is a method proposed to loll tumor cells in vivo. Selective

irradiation of particular cells can in theory be achieved by attaching 1QB atorrs to the cells

and irradiating with thermal neutrons, thus producing alpha particles which will hit and loll

the adjacent ceU. The reaction taking place is 1 0B + n — > 6 u + 4He+y(478keV)

There are several advantages to this metod, the first being the very high cross section

of absorption of thermal neutrons by Mfe (about 3800 barns). This is many times higher

than that of surrounds tissue which receive less radiation damage. The second advantage is

the very short range of die alpha particles. As this is of the order of the dimensions of the

cell, only the cells adjacent to the boron are expected to be damaged. The attachment of the

boron atoms to the tumor cells requires boronation of antibodies having specific affinity to

cell surface antigens. The boronation of the antibodies and their subsequent attachment to

cells are steps which are still subjects of current research and development The number of

boron atoms attached to a cell should oe as large as possible. Because of the uncertainty in

estimating the number of boron atoms/cells, and in order to assess the efficacy of the

boronation procedure, an accurate method for measuring the number of boron atoms has

been sought.

In the present work, we outline a method used to measure boron concentrations as

low as 0.1 ppm of boric acid (6 x 101 5 boron atoms per ml). The method is based on the

use of thermalized neutrons ot irradiate S ml samples containing various concentrations of

boric acid in phosphate buffer, in the range 0.1-10 ppm. The neutron source is 1 |xg of

252cf emitting approximately 10^ neutrons /sec in the fission spectrum. The neutrons are

thermalized by a 2.5 cm thick layer of water. The boron concentration is measured by

observing the number of 478 keV gamma photons emitted from the sample after neutron

absorption by the l^B atoms. It should be noted that 1 0B comprises only 18% of natural

boron. The gamma spectrum measurement is done with a Ge(Li) detector. The

experimental system is shown in Fig. 1, and the gamma spectrum in Fig. 2. A calibration

curve is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

* This research has been supported by the US-Israel Binational Science Foundation.
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Probability of Detection in Radiographic
Examination

Y. Bushlin A. Notea

Quality Assurance and Reliability of Products
TECHNION, Haifa 32000, Israel

Abstract
A method ii presented for evaluating the Probability of Detection (POD) of random
oriented cracki in radiographic examination. The method if bated on splitting the tranifer
operator describing the image generation process into a set of invertible suboperators. The
crack was simulated by an equivalent slit of rectangular cross section. The inclination of
the slit was expressed by suitable local dependent operator while the other blurring effects
were expressed by a convolutable function. The influence of the slit parameters (width,
height, orientation) and the measurement system parameters (noise, film type, blurring)
were considered.

Transfer operator of the slit image

Knowledge of the detection threshold of a measurement system is essential for a reliable
interpretation of the result and for a proper determination of acceptance and rejection
criterion. For evaluation of the detection threshold at different testing configurations
modelling of the radiographic process is essential. The modelling is required as well for
the quantitative interpretation of the measured results. Crack detection it a function
of orientation relative to the impinged photon beam, siies and blurring due to several
scattering processes. In practice, the radiographic image is generated by a cone beam and
the crack is projected according to its inclination and position relative to the center fixed
by the source axis of symmetry.

The exact description of the interaction of radiation to generate the crackis image
results in a set of integral equations which are not invertible. Following the phenomeno-
logjcti and semi-empirical approach'1'1] the transfer operator of a crack in a uniform plate
to the m-asured film density profile is expressed by two suboperators: (*) local dependent
operator describing the inclination effect and (it) a non-local operator describing the blur-
ring in the image. Considering the linearity between the film density and the logarithm
of the exposure the gray level profile Om along the x axis is expressed by

Om(x) = Lm.m,kA.,({i(0} (1)

where i is the mathematical description of the crack. In many casses crack may be
simulated by a rectangular slit:
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h(() is the Heaviside unit step function (a, d are dimensions of the slit, see Fig. 1).

ABl( is an operator transforming i to the chord length distribution Oe for a viewing
angle a:

(3)
k is a constant determined by the film characteristics and the radiation attenuation

coefficient in the plate.
£._»' is a linear and shift invariant convolution operator describing the blurring effects

in the image.
The &Ce[t(£)] represent an 'ideal image' 0{(x) which is free from degradation. The L

function rony assumed to be an exponential one with blurring parameter A obtained from
empirical results'3'. Using the expression for Oe given in [4] with assumption of parallel
beam close to the slit, t3ie measured image Om after subtraction of background and noise
suppression is given by

Om(x) = kL(x-x')*Oi(x') =

= -^—{\sinh( j^Atana)sinh(Aa)expA<"—»> x

x [h(—x + xo — a— — tana] +

+ [x — xo + a+ - tan a — -̂  exp~J Ximaa sinh(A(x — xo + a)) —
2> A

A < — ° - o ) i h ( ^ A t ) j x

x [h(x — XQ + a + - tan a) — h(x - x0 — s(a — - tan a))] +
2 2

+ {(1 - */lf tan a - i sinh^A tan a) exp-Ao cosh(A(x - x0))] + (4)

+(1 + *)[a - j exp->Atmna sinh(Aa) cosh(A(x - x0))]} x
d d

x [h(x — xo — j(a — r tan a)) — h{x — x0 + s(a — — tan a))] +
£ 2

~\exp~*(-••+«)Binn(t\tana) -

- \ exp-»At"osinh(A(a! - x0 - a))} x
A

x [h(x - x0 + a(a - - tan a)) — h(x -xo — a—- tan a)] +
A 2

+ | sinh( ̂ A tan a) sinh(Ao) exp~At—•> x

x [h(x — xo — a — - tan a]}
2

where s is defined by

( a = -1 for 2a>dtxaa
a = 1 /or 2a < dtan a
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and x0 is the first moment of the profile across the slit image.
The geometry of the radiographic setup and the variation of 0m with angle and A

are shown in Fig. 1. When the blurring influence is small (Aa > 1) the measured
profiles retain the shape of a trapezoid which is the shape of the chord length distribution.
The trapezoid shape varies according to the viewing angle and becoming lower when
a > ae = tan~x(2a/<£). For Aa < 1 the blurring function is wider then the slit and the
measured profile is highly distorted. For narrow and deep cracks, ae is very small, and
even for small angles the profile is described by eq.(4) using s = 1. It should be noted
however that in case of small source to film distance the assumption of parallel beam dose
not hold and the off-center profiles are expected to be asymmetric.

From eq.(4) it follows that the maximum film density of the measured slit profile is:

0 ( ) / £z 3^b«nh(|Atana)exp 0 < a < ac
m()

and for A« » 1 (no blurring effect):

{ '.VSi (6)
sin

This modelling can be used for assessment of the detectabillity of the slit as well as
for developing an inverse algorithm for extracting the slit characteristics'4'.

Probability of Detection

The random fluctuations in the image set a limitation on the orientation of the slit to
be detected with a given dimensions and a system blurring properties. As the angle of
inclination increases, or as the blurring function is wider then the slit, the contrast in the
measured profile reduces. The minimum change^ in the profile that may be detected and
still attributed to a presence of slit rather than to random fluctuations is given by :

(7)

where Om is the background, & characterizes the film noise and b relates to the confidence
level required. Substituting eq.(5) to eq.(7):

< ae

Numerical solution of this equations will determine the minimum and maximum angle
required for detection under a given blurring parameter, film characteristics, ( k, o) and
slit dimensions. Whenever the probability density function p(a) for finding the slit in a
given inclination is known, the probability of detection will be

P0D(2a,d,\,k) = /irl"p{a)da (9)
•'"mil,

For example consider the case were the blurring is neglectable and the probability
distribution of the slit inclination is uniform: p(a) = | for 0 < a < | . By substituting
eq.(6) into (7) and the obtained am;n,amax into eq.(9) :
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POD(2a,d,k) = - («„,„ - cw. ) = -(sin-x[2aJfe/v^6«r(Om)] - cos"1 [kd/^b<r(Om)])
IT If

(10)
The POD behavior as function of slit width for several slit heights is shown in Fig. 2.

Note that when ctmin — 0 (d exceeds the value y/2btr(Om)/k) the POD depends on
the slit width only and reaches the minimum value of 2ac/ir as 2a decreases. The POD
increases with the slit dimensions until POD=1 is reached. When the dimensions d and
2a decrease, «„,,„ approaches a^,, and the POD decreases. For Omax < <*„„-„ the POD
= 0 and the slit is not detected, as is demonstrated by the curve of d = 0.6 for small 2a
in Fig. 2.

Even though the geometrical configuration of the cracks in the present study are
simplified the characteristic features of the solution presented are maintained also for
more realistic cracks.

The method presented here for evaluating the POD in radiographic testing is in prin-
ciple adaptable to other NDT techniques.
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Fig. 1 Measured profiles calculted by eq.(4) for the slits at two sets of viewing angles
and blurring parameters

0.5 1
width [V2bff(O,)/k]

1.6

Fig. 2 Probability of detection as function of width (Ao > 1) for slits with height of
1 and 0.6 in units of y/2b<r(Om)/k. The minimum and maximum angles of detectabillity
are schematically indicated.
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Optimum Sensor Location for Monitoring
Mechanical Vibrations:

A Set-Theoretical Approach
Yakov Ben-Haim

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology

Haifa, Israel 32000

The vibrations of a mechanical system can be monitored to assess the opera-
tional integrity of the system. Spectra] analysis of neutron noise has been used
extensively to monitor mechanical vibrations in nuclear reactors [1]. Alternatively,
statistical tests have been developed for monitoring vibrational displacements of
elastic mechanical structures [2]. Statistical testing lias the advantage of reduced
response time, but generally requires knowledge of the probability density of the
vibrational driving forces. A problem common to all methods is the optimum
choice of sensor locations [3]. In this study we address the question of sensor loca-
tion without assuming knowledge of the probabilistic properties of the vibrational
excitations. The result of our analysis is a method for determining the number and
locations of sensors which assure detection of specified variations in the amplitude
of the vibrational excitation functions.

Consider an TV-dimensional elastic structure. Each vibrational mode of the
structure is excited by an additive driving force, and the displacements of M
modes are measured. Let xT(i) = (xi(0. ••••> *JV(<)) represent the N displacements
at time t. Similarly, let fT(t) = (/i(0> ••• >/JV(0) represent the vector excitation
function. The dynamics of the system are described by

^ (i)

where K is a constant N x JVmatrix. The M nnasurements are

y{t) = Gx{i) (2)

where G is an M x N matrix. Assuming the initial displacements to be zero, the
measured response of the system to vector excitation /(<) is

dT (3)

We shall assume that the excitation function of each mode is uniformly bounded
in time. Thus the set of vector excitation functions is

(4)
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Each element of the excitation set Fa<b produces a response yj according to eq. (3).
The set of all measured responses to excitations in the set FOib is the complete
response set Caj, defined as

Ca,b = {y: y = y,(t) for all / € Fa,b\ (5)

The goal of the analysis is to determine what excitation sets can be distin-
guished OR the basis of a given choice of M measurements of the vibrational dis-
placements. Two excitation sets FOJJ and FOip are always distinguishable if and
only if the corresponding response sets Ca,b and Ca<p are disjoint. That is, the
response vector can differentiate between every excitation vector bounded by the
parameters (o, 6) and every excitation bounded by the parameters (or, 0) if and
only if

Ca,b n CaS = 0 (6)

The excitation sets defined by eq. (4) are convex and the system response is a
linear function of the excitation. A linear transformation of a convex set produces
a convex set, so the response sets are convex. Consequently, the concept of hy-
perplane separation can be used to establish conditions for the disjointness of the
response sets [4]. Specifically, eq. (6) holds if and only if there exists a vector u>
such that

max wTc < min wTd (7)

Each element of the response set Ca,b or Ca<0 is the transformation of an element
of the corresponding excitation set, so relation (7) is equivalent to

max u)TGxt < min wTGxo (8)
/ € r » g€Ffl

We now wish to develop expressions for these extrcma. Let cn(t) represent the
n-th column of the N x N matrix eKt. Referring to eq. (3) we find that uTyf can
be written as

= E f <"TGcn(t - r)/n(r) dr
n=lJ0

(9)

Examination of this equation reveals that wTif/ is maximized on FCtb by choosing
fn(r) = 6n when wTGrc"(< — T) is non-negative and by choosing fn(r) = an when
ujTGcn(t — T) is negative, for each n = 1, . . . , N. Let Dn + denote the set of values
of r in [0, i] for which wTGcn(t — r) is non-negative, while Z?n_ is the complement
of £>„+ in [0,<]. That is,

Dn+ = {T : 0 < r < t , wTGc"(f - T) > o} (10)
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Dn- = {r : 0 < r < t , uTGcn{t - T) < o} (11)

Thus the maximum of u>Ty/ becomes

m a x wTyf = £ ( V / wTGcn(t ~r)dT + a n f wTGcn{t - r) d A (12)
/ef.,4 ^ \ Jon+ JDn- )

Again referring to eq. (9) one finds that <*>Tyg is minimized on Fa$ by choosing
#n(r) = an when wTGcn(t — r) is non-negative and by choosing </,,(T) = /?„ when
uTGcn(t — r) is negative. Thus

min wTyg = E f«" / wTC?c"(f - r )d r + /?„ / u,TGcn{t - r) dr) (13)
9£Fa,fi n_j \ JDB+ JDn- /

Let us consider a numerical example in order to clarify the application of these
equations to the determination of the dibtinguishability of excitation sets. Consider
a 2-dimensional system for which the matrix K is

Each vibrational mode has a self-restoring force proportional to its own displace-
ment and a restoring force proportional to the displacement of the other mode.
Let G be the 2 x 2 identity matrix.

Let Fo,(, be the set of excitation functions whose elements are bounded by ±1 .
Thus (aj, bi) = (—1,1) for i = 1,2. This set can be represented by a 2 x 2 square
centered at the origin in the f% - versus - f\ plane, as shown in fig. 1. Let Fa,p be
a different excitation set, where /?i = a\ +1.5 and 02 — a% +1.0. Thus FOip can be
represented by a rectangle, as in fig. 1 for an = —0.5 and 02 = 1.5. Keeping the
set Fa,b fixed, we will enquire what sets Faip can be distinguished from the set Fa,b
on the basis of a single measurement of the vector response of the system at time
t = 1. Specifically, for a given choice of «i and a2, we will determine whether the
resulting response set Caip is disjoint from the response set Ca%\,.

The systematic determination of the ranges of values for (a, 0) for which the
excitation sets Fa>), and Fa>p are always distinguishable depends on the numeri-
cal determination of the disjointness of the corresponding response sets. This is
established numerically by a 2-loop iteration. In the outer loop, the vector w is
varied, while in the inner loop the extreme in eqs. (12) and (13) are evaluated.

Typical results of this analysis are shown in fig. 2. Each point on this «2 - versus
- ati plane represents a choice of the excitation set FQ# given that fa = ati + 1.5
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and /?2 = a2 + 1-0- AH the excitation sets shown in the figure are in fact disjoint
from Fa^. However, only those sets represented by points above the curve generate
response sets Ca£ which are disjoint from the response set Ca,b- Each point below
the curve in fig. 2 corresponds to an excitation set which contains elements that
are indistinguishable (on the basis of measurement of the system at time i = 1)
from some excitations in Fa^,.
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Early Short-Term Management of
Control-Actuator Failures

In A Linear Dynamic System
Yakov Ben-Haim

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology

Haifa, Israel 32000

Early short-term management of malfunction attempts to maintain system sta-
bility during the early developmental stages of a failure. This is achieved in two
stages. First the failure is partially diagnosed by comparing observed system
behavior against the performance expected for each of a selected set of hypothe-
sized malfunctions. Second, the normal controller is replaced by a compensatory
controller whose aim is to maintain system stability while compensating for the
failure. Malfunctions involving control actuators are studied here. The aim of this
study is to develop a technique for choosing the set of hypothesized failures and
compensatory controllers which assure that the state of the system remains within
specified bounds for a given duration after initiation of failure. rdless of the
precise temporal development of the failure.

The normal behavior of the system is described by the following deterministic
differentia] equations:

Aft = Ax(i) + Bu(t) (1)
y(t) = Gx(t) v'2)
u(t) = Sy(t) (3)

where x, y and u are state, measurement and control vectors of dimension N, M
and L respectively. Consider failure of control actuators with indices ji,...,jp.
The malfunctioning control commands, t t j , , . . . , u^ are replaced by autonomous
control functions, /_,,,..., fjp. Thus eq.(l) is replaced by

^ = Ax(l) + B(I{j)u(t) + f{t)) (4)

where l[j) is obtained from the L x L identity matrix by zeroing the diagonal
element's in columns ju...,jp, and / is a vector whose j,-th element is /,•„ i =
1,...,/?, and whose other elements are zero.
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The optimum design of the malfunction management system depends on real-
istic modelling of the range of possible failures. For this purpose we identify sets of
possible realizations of each broad class of failures. Denote these sets Flt...t F/c-
Each of these sets contains an infinite number of vector functions / representing
malfunctions in a particular constellation of control actuators, Furthermore, the
failure sets are chosen to be convex. A useful and common model for failure uncer-
tainty is to suppose the control functions to be uniformly bounded [Schmitendorf,
1987]. Thus a typical failure set is:

F(aubu...ya,,,bL) = {/: an < / „ ( ( )< bn , n = \,...,L} (5)

Let y/(t) represent the measured system response at time I to failure / (be-
longing to one of the failure sets). Examination of eqs.(l) - (4) shows that yj(t)
is an affine transformation of / . We are particularly interested in the set C* of
all possible responses to failures in Ft,, obtained before replacement of the normal
controller. Thus

Ck = {y : y = yf{t) for all / € Fk} , k = l,...,K (6)

These nominal response sets are convex since the failure sets Fj, are convex and
the responses are affine functions of the failures.

Let F\,...,FK be disjoint failure sets and let Hh be a finite collection of mal-
functions chosen from Fk, for k = 1,...,K. Let H = U//*. A maximum likelihood
decision algorithm for malfunction diagnosis is based on the collection / / of vector
functions representing hypothesized malfunctions. Having obtained a measure-
ment, y, the algorithm seeks a hypothesized malfunction hmi € H such that y
is closer to yhml than to yn for any other hypothesized malfunction h € H. The
malfunction hmi is most likely to be the system condition which caused the mea-
surement y.

The proper selection of the hypothesized malfunctions is crucial for the suc-
cessful management of failure. The hypothesized malfunctions must be selected
to assure correct decision by the multi-hypothesis algorithm between the various
failure sets. How aver, the list of hypothesized malfunctions cannot be exhaustive
— an infinity of malfunctions is possible. On the contrary, the list of hypotheses
must be concise, so that the decision algorithm can operate in real time. The con-
vexity of the failure and response sets can be exploited to determine the minimal
list of hypothtisized malfunctions [Ben-IIaim, 1966].

The feedback controller defined in eq.(3) is designed to minimize an integral
cost function j;iven normal system dynamics (eq.(l)). The cost function can be of
the form:
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J = f (xTJlx + uTVu) dr (7)

The normal controller is replaced by a compensatory controller after diagnosis
of control-actuator failure. This compensatory controller must stiH minimize J,
but with the system dynamics described by eq.(4), where / is the hypothesized
malfunction identified by the multi-hypothesis decision algorithm.

Here again a central role is played by the hypothesized malfunctions. Each
hypothesized malfunction generates a compensatory controller. Each hypothesis,
however, in fact represents an infinite set of possible failures of a certain failure
set. Mismatch between hypothesized and realized malfunction may cause the com-
pensated system to diverge. As before, the convexity of the failure sets and the
linearity of the system are exploited to evaluate the severity of this divergence. Let
yh

s(t) represent the measured response to failure / , during operation of a compen-
satory controller based on hypothesized malfunction h. The compensated response
set Cj is the set of all possible realizations of the measurement vector for any
malfunction in failure set Fh, during operation of a compensatory controller based
on hypothesized malfunction h. That is,

CJt = {y: y = y){l) for all / € Fk] (8)

Following is a summary of the procedure for designing the malfunction man-
agement system:

1. Define the failure sets, F ( , . . . , F^.

2. Choose hypothesized malfunctions from each failure set.

3. Verify that the multi-hypothesis decision algorithm distinguishes between
the failure sets during operation of the normal controller. (Disjointness of
nominal response sets C* based on hyperplane separation of convex sets).
Modify the hypothesized malfunctions until successful malfunction diagnosis
is obtained.

4. Construct a compensatory controller for each hypothesized malfunction.

5. Verify that the divergence of the failed system during operation of the com-
pensatory controller, due to mismatch between hypothesized and realized
malfunction, is acceptable for the duration of the short-term control period.
(Maximum width of the compensated response set C* based on the support
function of r. convex set). Modify the hypothesized malfunctions and return
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to step 2, or modify the failure sets and return to step 1, or employ a more
robust control concept [Dorato, 1986; Bar-Kana, 1987] and repeat step 5.

It will be noted that the performance of the set of hypothesized malfunctions
is evaluated twice: once with respect to failure diagnosis and once regarding di-
vergence of the compensated system. A central question in this project is the de-
termination of which task — diagnosis or compensated control — imposes stricter
demands on selection of hypothesized malfunctions. If the diagnosis stage rather
than the control stage determines the selection of the hypothesized malfunctions,
then it may be sufficient to employ classical techniques for defining the compen-
satory controllers. While these classical controllers tend not to be robust, they are
fairly simple to implement.

These questions are being studied for three systems: A linearized computer
model of a PWR, experimentally on a heated flow-channel and for a high perfor-
mance aircraft by computer simulation.
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Analysis and processing of the measured data have many applications in
many different fields. The examples of these applications in nuclear engi-
neering are numerous: from nuclear medicine tomography through industrial
radiography and neutronography to nuclear feature extraction from reactor
coies. Some of these applications demand very high confidence level and
therefore there is a need of reliable tools for data analysis.

The need of measured data processing is a result of the uncertainties
caused by noisy and unstable environment, instrumental uncertainties, etc.
A lot of criteria of quality evaluation of the processed data were suggested M,
but so far there is no all accepted way of analysis of the reliability and quality
of the after-processing results. In this paper we are going to introduce three
of processed data quality evaluation criteria.

a. Parametric uncertainty.
Suppose we have a set of data y(x). We would like to fit to the data a

deterministic model g(x,ai,ai,...,aN) where o,- are parameters of the model
(a is a vector of parameters). However, usually y(x) also consists of a random
component of the measured noise n(x)

y(x)=g{x,g.) + n(x) (1)

The noise n(x) is usually unknown, therefore the parameters a cannot be
determined exactly. If we deviate the parameters by vector A, creating

(2)

then we may ask a question whether

y'(x) = g{x,a!) + n(x) (3)

is indistinguishable from y{x). In terms of information theory y'(x) and y(x)
are indistinguishable if their divergence is less then 1 bit W. In this paper
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we will limit our discussion to a case of g(x,a) is a result of a convolution of
unknown ideal data set /(as, a) with a blurring operator LSF{x)

g{x,a) = f(x,a) (4)

LSF{x)=\e~W (5)

where A is a blurring parameter. n(x) is assumed to be an additive white
Gaussian noise, and a will consist of a single parameter of spatial location of
f(x). This approach for f(x) = A/delta(x) (which is the worst case) leads
to M

. /0.693p 2<r
A = V A AX (6)

where p is a pixel size, a2 is a variance of the noise and A is an uncertainty
of location of /(as). For X = 0.05 (in units of pixel) and 25% noise the
uncertainty is about 1 pixel.

b."Reconstruction noise" autocorrelation.
Substitution of (4) into (1) and dropping the dependence on Q. yields

y(x) = f(x)*LSF(x)+n(x) (7)

Given y(x) we would like to approximate f(x) by f'(x) (we call it recon-
struction of f(x)) as close as possible. Suppose we achieve f'(x) by applying
some operator on y{x). We define

n\x) = y(x) - f\x) * LSF(x) = [f(x) - f(x)] * LSF(x) + n(x) (8)

n'(x)' is a reconstruction noise. As f'(x) is getting closer to / (*) then n'(x)
approaches n(x) whose statistical properties are assumed to be known. For
instance, if n(x) is an independent noise of <r2 variance, then it's autocorre-
lation divided by a3 is a Kroneker delta function

(9)= f)n(*)n(i + fc)
i——oo

By calculating the autocorrelation R'(k) of n(x) and comparing it's distance
(in. any sense) to a delta function one can get a quantitative way of exami-
nation of quality of the reconstruction.
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c. Moment analysis.
The idea of this approach is to extract the moments of f(x) from the

given data set y{x) and to calculate the distance between f'(x) and f(x) in
the moment's domain where each is represented by a point. The extraction
of the moments of f{x) from y(x) is treated in M.

Following two examples of application of three of this criteria. Both of
them refer to the reconstruction of a delta function from exponential LSF.
The ideal delta function is located at x = 0 and is of height 40. The blurring
parameter X — 0.05 and there is 5% additive noise. The reconstructions is
according the adaptive procedure described in t3'. The difference of recon-
struction \ from reconstruction 2 is a choice of parameters.

The criterion a states that spatial uncertainty states that in both cases
the spatial resolution is below 1 pixel.

Fig. 1, 2 are the sampled data (single dots) and the reconstructed one
(solid line), corresponding to each of reconstructions.

Fig. la, 2a is a reconstructed noise autocorrelation corresponding to each
reconstruction. It is easy to see that reconstruction 2 produces better results
according to this criterion. However, the distance in the moment's domain
between the ideal data set (whose moments were extracted from the sampled
data) and the reconstructed one is 0.62 in the first case and 1.44 in the second
(if we take first two moments). It means that the quality of reconstruction
depends on the criterion and in fact the two criteria can be complimentary.

The introduced criteria of information examination can be used as pow-
erful tools of analysis of the measured and processed data.
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An Algorithm for Reducing Noise in Radiographs

E. Sonnenshaine and

A. Kushelevsky

Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Ben-Gurion University, Beer

X ray films in which important details are obscured by noise (scatter, un-even

development etc.) may be sharpened by various mathematical procedures. A procedure we

developed is based on a statistical approach which assumes that within small areas of the

film, in absence of noise, the level of exposure is distributed normally with the values of

exposure of the individual points within the area spread around a mean value with a small

variance.

Any large fluctuations within this area are attributed to noise. Digitizing the x ray image

using a video camera allows the statistics of small areas to be calculated with the values of the

pixels within a given area representing the level of exposure within that area.

It is found that multiplying the difference, Ap, between the mean pixel value of a small

area, (summing over all the pixels in the area) and the value of the individual pixel, by a

punishment function which is calculated assuming the Ap is also distributed normally andfw

displaying the matrix of the transformed value rather than the original pixel data enhances the

definition of the x ray image.

Examples of a computer algorithm based on this approach are presented and its

limitations are discussed.
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MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY IN THE URINE OF
KADIOISOTOPE WORKERS IN HOSPITALS - IS IT WORTHWHILE?

A. Shimony and Y. Kalish*, Dept of Nuclear Medicine
and Medical Physics Department*, Beilinson Medical
Center, Petah Tiqva

The practice of sending urine samples of radioisotope
workers in hospitals to a central radiochemical laboratory
once every 3 months for determination of radioactivity is
shown to be of very little value,. Much more accurate,
convenient, and less expensive ways to determine internal
contamination will be discussed.
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The Use of Photoacustic Spectroscopic (PAS) in Radiation Chemistry of Powders

A. P. Kushlevsky, Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer

Sheva.
M.A. Slifkin, Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Salford University,

England.

Many of the dificulties in measuring the optical properties of opaque and highly

scattering light powders which do not transmit light may be overcome by PAS, a relatively

new spectroscopic technique which has been employed with great success for the

spectroscopic study of highly scatering and opaque samples. The theory and experimental set

up used to obtain PAS spectra will be described and spectra of irradiated sugars amino acids

and proteins in powder form will be compared with unirradiated samples of the same

materials.

The use of PAS study radiation damage as a function of dose and its potential as a. high

level dosimeter will be discussed.
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IMAGE QUALITY AND BREAST DOSE AT MAMMOGRAPHY CENTERS IN ISRAEL:

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE FIRST SURVEY

S. FAERMANNl, M. TATCHER2, E. NEEMAN3, Y. KRUTMANl A. TSEHANSKI1

ANDA.LICHTER3

1. Soroka Medical Center, Department of Oncology, Beer Sheva.

2. Rambam Medical Center, Department of Oncology, Haifa.

3. Ministry of Health, Department of Radiation Safety, Ramat Aviv.

Breast cancer is a major cause of disability and death in western countries. The

American Cancer Society has estimated that one out of 11 American women will develop

breast cancer at some time in their lives (1). A similar relation applies to Israel since breast

cancer statistics for the two countries are alike (2). Considering the slow impact of therapy

on the breast cancer mortality rate over the years (1), early detection seems to offer the most

hope for progress in the near future. The best available diagnostic tool for breast cancer is

mammography, which has the ability to detect a cancer so small it cannot be felt by the most

experienced examiner (3). While diagnostic mammography is widely accepted., screening

mammography, which involves examining asymptomatic women in an attempt to detect

breast cancer before a lesion is palpable, has given rise to some reservations because of

concern over the possible carcinogenic effects of ionizing radiaton on the breast

On the basis of the linear extrapolation method, the risk of radiation induced breast

cancer has been estimated by the National Cancer Institute to be 7.5 excess breast

cancers/10^ - women - year - rad for women below age 35, and 3.5 excess breast cancers

/10^-women -year-rad for women aged 35 or more (4). The radiation exposure in

mammography by a modern film-screen technique is about 0.5 R in air. Using conversion

factors for dose to breast tissue, this corresponds to an average breast dose of 80 mrads per

view in a typical patient (5). Thus for 2 - view examinations of women above age 35, about

one case of breast cancer may be caused each year for every 2 million women exairined.

The risk incurred by exposing women to radiation in mammography should be

weighed against the potential benefits derived from the examinations. Recent studies in U.S.

(6) Sweden (7) and Holland (8) show that repeated screening of asymptomatic women

resulted in a significant reduction in breast cancer mortality in women older than 50 years and

a probable reduction in women between ages 40-49. On the basis of these findings, the

American Cancer Society has concluded that the benefit - to - risk ratios are sufficiently high

that it recommends for asymptomatic women baseline mammograms from ages 35 to 39,

followed by routine mammmograms at 1-2 year intervals until age 49, and annually thereafter

(3).



In 1986, the American Cancer Society launched a campaign to encourage women to

participate in mammography screening. At the same time, the American College of Radiology

adopted a set of guidelines for mammography and developed an accreditation program to

insure that acceptable professional and technical criteria are met by mammography facilities

(9). Following these trends the Israel Cancer Association and the Ministry of Health are

planning a national program to promote mammography screening in Israel.

In anticipation of this, it was decided to conduct a survey of mammography centers

currently operating in Israel to determine their ability to detect small lesions and the radiation

dose given to the women examined. This report describes preliminary results obtained during

visits to 7 centers.

Radiation was measured by ion chamber dosimetry and image quality was evaluated

on the basis of the ability to discern small objects in radiographs of a breast phantom. The

radiographs were taken using the institutions' normal kVp settings for the phantom thickness

(5 cm) and the exposures were adjusted to yield an optical density in the range 0.9-1.2.

The measurements indicate that there are appreciable variations from institution to

institution in the radiation quantities. For example, HVLs obtained at 28 kVp with a Mo

target varied from 0.23 mm Al to 0.50 mm Al while the average glandular breast dose varied

from 70 mrad to 420 mrad (The NCRP recommends a HVL of abo»t 0.3 mm Al and a

maximum glandular breast dose of 100 mrad per view of an average breast (10)).

Significant variations were also apparent in the ability to demonstrate lesions at the

different institutions.

The preliminary results suggest that the achievement of a national goal of early

detection of breast cancer based on uniformly performed high quality, low dose

mammography will require the inauguration of an appropriate program of quality assurance

procedures.
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RADIATION STERILIZATION: MODIFICATION OF RADIATION RESPONSE

OF Bacillus pumilus SPORES IN ANTIBIOTIC POWDERS

Geoffrey P. Jacobs (Ya'akovi)

Dr. Geoffrey P. Jacobs Associates, Pharmaceutical
Consultants, P.O.3. 16352, Jerusalem 91 16a

Modification of the radiation response of cellular systems by
chemical agent) present at the time of irradiation is a well
established raaiobiological phenomenon [Howard-Flanders 195?;
Bridges 1960; Adams and Dewey 1963]. This observation is not
unique to aqueous systems, and it has been demonstrated in
non-aqueous milieux [Stratford and Tallent ire 1972; Jacobs
1981; Jacobs and Prince 1984]. Many of those compounds that
can modify cellular radiation response are established drugs
such as, inter a Ii a. metronidazole [Asquith et al. 1973],
adriamycin [Phillips et al. f975], paracetamol [Shenoy and
Gopalakrishna 1977] ano secobarbital [Sade and Jacobs 1983].

In view of the application of ionizing radiation to sterilize
pharmaceutical products, and the particular advantages of
using this mode of sterilization for powders for injection,
which cannot be sterilized by more conventional methods, it
is important to recognise the possibility of modification of
radiation response of bacteria when in close contact with
various drug powders. For this study, bacterial spores, which
lend themselves to dessication, and which can be dried onto
an inert powder matrix, were chosen as the test system.

Preparation of "spore-powders'*

A powder of spores of Baci11 us pumiI us mounted on aluminium
silicate (kao'in) was prepared according to the methodology
of TalI entire [1958]. Essenticily, to a 50 percent sterile
aqueous suspension of aluminium silicate was added a
suspension of BaciIlua pumilua E601 spores (ATCC #27142),
which was ther freeze-dried. Sampling of the "spore-powder"
and testing for homogeneity was carried out by reconstitut ion
of the suspension with sterile water (1 in 200), followed by
a 1 in 1000 serial dilution, and plating in triplicate on
soybean casein digest agar. Following overnight incubation at
37 C, plate counts derived from 10 powder samples, gave a
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mean plate count of 7S + 9, indicating spore concentration of
1.5 x 10' per g of "spore-powder".

Petermi nat i on ojf D-IQ value for spores

The decimal reduction dose (D10 value) for Baci)1 us pumi1 us
mounted on aluminum silicate was determined from the slope
of a dose - In survivor curve. Samples of the "spore-powder"
were irradiated in duplicate in a Gammacell 220 cobalt-60
radiation source (A.E.C. Ltd.) at eight dose levels up to 1O
KGy. The powders were then reconstituted with water, and
following appropriate dilution and plating on SCO agar, the
plates were incubated and the resultant colonies scored.

An analysis of the generated data by linear regression
yielded an inactivation constant, K, (or slope of the dose-In
survivor curve) of - 1.320 k G y 1 and a D-JQ value of O.758 KGy
(correlation coefficient 0.996).

D -jo val ue of spores i n contact w i th addi t i ves

The additives ctiosen for investigation were ticarcillin
sodium (disodium salt of (6R)-6[(R)-2-carboxy-2-(-
thienyI)acetamido] penicillanic acid), as representative of
the penicillin class of antibiotics, and cefoxitin sodium
(sodi urn (7S)-carbamoyIoxymethy)-7-methoxy-7-[2-(2-thienyI)-
acetamido]-3-cephem-4-carboxyI ate) - a cephaIosporin.

The additive wao mixed with the "spore-powder" in the ratio
of 9:1 thus facilitating contact between the additive and
spores. A control preparation in which the additive was
replaced by aluminium silicate was also used. The powders
were irradiated, reconstituted and diluted as above. However,
following dilution the resultant suspension was aseptically
filtered, and the membrane filter rinsed and then placed on
the agar. In this case the scored colonies grew on the
surface of the membrane filter. This precedural change was to
ensure that the antimicrobial properties of the additive did
not interfere with spore outgrowth or bacterial growth and
colony formation following transfer to the microbiological
med i urn.

Analysis of the data by linear regression analysis gave the
results presented in the following Table:
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Add11 i ve
(KGy"1 )

D10
(KGy)

CorreI at i on
coeff i c ient

Modi f y ing
factor

Ticarcillin 1.214 0.824
Cefoxitin 1.309 0.764
Control 1.425 0.702

O.999
0.994
0.996

0.85
0.92
1 .00

Since this study is primarily concerned with the effect of
the additives on radtat ion-induced spore damage, an
evaluation was also made of the effect of each additive on
the unirradiated spores. Under the experimental conditions
adopted the additives not reduce their viability.

From the Table it can be seen that the additives tested have
a modest protective effect on the spores. One can only
speculate that this may be because of the thienyl moieties
present in both compounds. However, when considering a
bacterial inactivation for sterilization purposes of between
six and ten orders of magnitude, that is, a desired sterility
assurance level or an expected maximum probability of a
product item being non-sterile of 10"*°, then the slight
protective effect observed in this study approaches
i ns i gn i f icance.
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